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ABSTRACT 
Web-based Question Bank is a web-based repository for storing te. t or exam 
questions. Questions exist in the system can be viewed, edited and used to mp e 
test or exam. The system will also act as an online exam center whi h can aut orr t 
test or exam as well as generate results for the participants. 
The purpose of developing the proposed sy tern i to dcvcl p a Wcb-ba ed Que lion 
Bank for the use of Faculty of Computer Science and Information Techn logy in the 
future. The system will benefit all lecturer and tudent in the faculty in many way . 
The y tern is developed using Mier soft Active Server Page.NET (A P.N T). ther 
development tool include Mier oft L erv r 20 0 with A .N data ac c 
technology. The 3-tier archite ture is u din dcvcl ping the y tern. Internet ""'Xpl r r 
6.0 is the web browser that can support the y tern. 
Conduct Online xarn, Marking and radin and i playin Re ults, 
The Que tion Bank i expe ted l b a r p , it ry for . t nn am qu ·sti n . 
. y t mati ally, a w JJ as an nlin 3 -' .am iru r hi h a11 uut rre l th, /t.1111 un I 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 What is a Question Bank? 
Question bank is a repository used to store questions. In every learning pro ss, th r 
will be millions of questions that we will ask or we will be a ked by meb dy I . 
Storing and keeping questions according to their categories and type in a rep it ry i 
the most organize way to use it a a reference when we want to search f r any r lat d 
information on certain topics in the future. When we u e the word 'bank', what comes to 
our mind is 'transaction' will be involved. Tran action that involved in a que ti n bank 
means that a question i added and saved in the bank by a u er and the u er r ther 
may have the right to acce the que ti n, vi w the qucsti n r maybe edit it r delete it. 
Besides this, most of the que ti n bank nowaday can al act a an exam center where 
users can compo e te t or exam by electing exi in the que ti n bank. 
ome y tern may even supp rt aut 
automatically. Futhermore, result can be auto generated and used t analyze the u r. 
performance. 
1.2 What is a Web-ha ed Que tion Bank? 
A web-based que ti n bank om in f a qu isti n ank with th 
Int met Te hn I gy. A qu . ti n ank mayl u. d int rnally I r .xarnple it i, stor · in 
the database fa faculty in a univ r it and it an nl be a .rtain P s that 
are c nnected to the er er. It nl r limit ·d area and it als limit l 
us rs. JI w r a' ib-l used question lank xm be a "SS' I rhiounh Int ·11Pt. Jt an 1 • 
a • •• d at a11 wh 'I'' and anvtimc as I nu a:-; tht.: nuth rb: I 11, ·rs hus 1111 1111 111 ·t 
connection. Besides this, it can support unlimited users at the same time. Thi ha 
extended the functional scope of the question bank that it will a la. nlin xam nt ~r 
that can be accessed by unlimited users at anytime, anywhere. 
1.3 Project Introduction 
The Web-based Question Bank is a starter project that will be built and used in Fa ulty 
of Computer Science and Information Technology, University Malaya in the future. 
As most question banks do, thi project will devel p a que. tion bank where the lecturer· 
can create, add, edit or delete que tions that related t their ur e . urth rm re it al. 
acts as an online quiz or exam centre for the tudent . Lecturer. can u e the exi ting 
question in the qucsti n bank t mp sc an nlinc t I r quiz. lud .nts taking the 
course can sit for the te. t with the perm is i n fr m the Jc tur r. The , y. tern will als 
help the lecturer to mark the tc t and grade the stud nt . It will be cnhan cd t be a 
paperless exam sy tern in the future. 
Beside this, all the te t re rd will r d in the database. The pr jc t c p may b 
extended in the future that it Ip th le lurer t m nit rand analyz the t t 
re ults and student.' perf rrnan y g n rat in differ nt typ '. I I erf rrnanc r ·p rts, 
1.4 Project Objective 
The objectives for this project is to setup a web-based questi n bank that: 
~ Store questions systematically. 
~ Enable lecturers to prepare test or exam conveniently. 
~ Enable lecturers to cut down on time-consuming task • uch as marking 
endless exam questions manually and entering students' re ults t the 
database manually. Everything will be done automatically by the mput r. 
~ Enable a cost-effective and paperle exam system. (No more que tion paper 
and answer sheet .) 
~ Enable the exam sy tern to be acce eel at anytime, anywhcr . 
1.5 Project Scope 
The web-based que tion bank i target cl t all le turers and student 111 acuity f 
Computer cience and Inf rrnati n Technology. 
The e user are divided into 2 gr up : 
Jn tructor: 
tudent 
The syst m will provide 5 gen ral m dule that include: 
i) Paling and. l rin question 
1J ITIJ sin t ':-It . r xnms 
in nline t '!'Its r .xums 
iv) Marking and Grading 
v) Displaying overall students' performances 
The system will be developed in English Language only. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Definition Of Literature Review 
A literature review summarizes, interprets and evaluates exist ing "lit rat urc" or 
published material) in order to establish current knowledge of a ubjcct. The lit ratur 
review may resolve a controversy, establish the need for additional research, and/or 
define a topic of inquiry. 
2.2 Purpose Of Literature Review 
The purpose of literature review is to establi h current knowledge on an i ue. Beside , 
the main purpo. e of the literature review i l guide tudenu r researcher t u e the 
best way to access and analyze information and ynthe ize and valuate it a c rding to 
the guiding concept. It help tudents t dcvel p their inf rmati n seeking and ritical 
apprai al skill. 
2.3 Information Collection Techniques 
2.3.J Internet Surfing 
Internet is the be t way f r earching inf rmati 11 e p ially f r th w b-ba ed 
application . The information i up-t -dat and there is a wide range f 
applicati n which an e LJ ed as a refer nee when we need t 
omethin 11 wand r ati e. 
me ut with 
2.3.2 Analyzing Pass Year Thesis 
Several pass year thesis reports and documentations that related t th t pi hav 
been studied in order to get some ideas and experiences on developing a syst m 
or a project independently. It is also a good way to learn from ther mi tak 
and try to improve when develop my own system. 
2.3.3 Library Research 
Reading and literature review done on certain computer trade journals 
periodicals, and books regarding with the elected development tools and web- 
based system is helpful to help me to have a better under tanding n the selected 
development platform, development tools and the proposed y tern. 
2.3.4 Discussion 
Discussion with lecturer. and urse mate help t analyze the pr p cd ystcm 
in different per pective. It als helps me a I l in d fining the fun tional 
requirements for the pr p ed y tern. 
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2.4 Case Study 
2.4.1 Case 1: Dakota State University Quiz Center ( E-cducation services ) 
Date Accessed: 14 June 2003 
URL: http://courses.dsu.edu/guizccnter/ 
Your 1<>£)11 Name (User ID) would be eaner for your in1b,Jl:tor to rtco~ ull follow• the 
DSUl"! nammg convenncn last name p~ll fint ll'Obal. It• mrto•ze rotUr111 telllJ\ll you that u., 10£)11 
already Cl!ISU, you can chck Back Md try a ddftrcnt login (for exan1plc, by •dduig M <lrtr• 
character or number t'° it). Plf'Mf' deu't ese . uy locin'J,>:Ut1"·o:r1J 1lu1t'~ used ~J: n tom n lopn 
:md is known to "'·tryout in tlte d~n 
You can thongc yow- p .. •word by clici<Jng tt .. Chan@e My Pmword !l!!d.lrr Einl!ll f,ddreu near 
the bottom of the first page when you lo&Jll Ill U1e future. You are 1dV1scd lo ohMge your 
password regulnrly for better 1ecurity 
Fhtt N;,1111: fcheo 
ltl•I N. mt: j~ - 
Lo9ln Nomt fUatr 10): lolling 
(no &pace, 6 • 10 1lpti1numem: char~clera, 
UHHnt1livt) 
Pnt wn111: 
(6 • 10 •IPh•nuM•r!C <h•••ci.•'•· r.o •P•C•) 
011fh111 P.lt$Wfi11I: 
Figure 2.1: Screen Shot from Quiz entre login page 
•:• Overview 
At this time f the beta v r ion, 1he Quiz enter available only t Oak ta late 
University (D U) faculty t a hing nline ur es. When th pr duct gr ws ut the 
beta version, the service will be e tended I all U fucultie t achin onlinc and on 
cam pu cour e . 
.:J 
•:• Technical Requirements 
No particular software is needed to use the Quiz Center. A standard browser and 
Internet Connection are the only two requirements. 
•:• User Group 
Users in the Quiz Center are divided into two groups, which are the Jnstructor and 
the Student. As an instructor, he gets the right to: 
• Create questions 
Create quizzes 
Edit questions and quizzes 
Create student assistants 
Control tudent acce s to quizze 
View students' grades 
View students' error distribution patterns 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
As a student, he/she can register to sit for quizze that related to the selected our cs. 
If the student is giving the right to a i t the Quiz enter, he/ he can help the 
instructor to add new que lions to the question bank. He/ he ann t a es. oth r 
Instructor functions of the Quiz center. However, the tudent a sistant can review the 
related Jn tructor's entire que tion in the question bank. 
ac uni privile 
S NT I iin, but a I N'J d e not aut mati all ' lh llS'f 
uiz '111 .r. Th u. 'r n ' ·d:-1 oulu ( 
bCOmSvsWebSite@dsu.edu so that the system can have the user's login registered 
with the Quiz Center. 
•:• Questions and Quizzes 
Currently three types of questions are supported by the system: 
• Multiple choices 
True or false 
Short answers 
• 
• 
A multiple choices question allows a maximum of five choices (A through E) and 
requires a minimum of three choices (A through C). Only one an wer can be the 
correct answer. 
Questions have to be created first before a quiz can be formed. The que ti n can be 
ordered in a quiz in three ways: 
• Default order 
• Customized order 
• Random order 
The default order i the order when the Instructor pick que tions fr m the que ti n 
bank to form a quiz. Once the quiz is composed the Instructor ha the pti n t et 
any type of questions to random order or cu tomize th order by pecifying w ights 
for each question in the quiz. Random order mean that a different order i generated 
each time an individual tud nt a esses th quiz. The lnstru tor an alwa , res t the 
order by editin the quiz. etup. 
10 
When a student takes a quiz, they will be automatically graded if the questions are 
belong to the multiple choices and true or false categories. For short an, wer question 
the Instructor will need to read student's answer and evaluate them ubjectively. In 
creating a question, the Instructor needs to specify the correct answer. 
It is an option for the Instructor to decide whether the correct answers should be 
released to the students. The Instructor can enable or disable this function. If the 
Instructor chooses to do so, he/she can provide optional explanations of the answers. 
Students will be able to see the correction after the quiz is over, for example when the 
quiz expired. When students login to view the answer, they will also see the 
explanations. 
Quiz Edit Form 
Quiz Name: [SAT Math 2 
Yon om rherk the box to deMtiYnte the quiz 0 so that it won't be visible to the students. 
Select Start Date: [September v 
Select End Date: September v I 
[ 1 v J 
[2a -l 
Quiz Edit Form 
Quiz Name: [SAT ve;i;aJ 1 
Tlds quiz is un endy i.11. c ti,·e 'herk the box 0 and select stm t-end dMes to make it artiw. 
S lect Star1 Date: October v '24 v J 
Select End Date: December v j f 30 v] 
r 2002 v : 
r 2002 v 
11 
Ques11ons Jn Your Question Bank 
# Question Typ~ 
.!.? mult11;J1;> dt(.)tr.. qv1., ons 
z troMalsi: es ions 
2 st1or1 answitr questions 
Figure 2.3: Sample Screen for question types overview 
• 1 lctP.d !lY q11I Click on thP. numtur of t11d•ntc 10 r.~ thfi .lu•I nte' flA1orm:inc.;s on thA <1111::> 
• Jtud•ll'l llll) ·~'1.P'W llllX It ,.Pr I e n J11t q1u1 
1 
2 l r:i Jr 
~ 0 t d· ' 
4 q1u atr I) NfA 
~ I ~ 0 0 NIA. 
G qui:? 1) WA 
"'nf 411in":c t 1'k1> 1 ., 
Figure 2.4: ample creen for result Ii t 
12 
•:• The strengths of DSU Quiz Center: 
>- The system is flexible and Instructors is free and flexible in setting up the questions 
and composing quizzes related to their needs and requirements. 
>- The system helps the Instructors to analyze the students' error distribution pattern 
by generating tables and bar charts which are relevant. 
>- The system also generating tables and bar charts to analyzes on the overall students' 
performance and individual performances in a particular courses. 
•:• The weaknesses of DSU Quiz Center are stated as below: 
>- User interface design is not attractive. Problems in colour matching. 
>- The Student Assistant Modules (which gives right to any elected tudent to help an 
Instructor to add questions into the sy tern) reduce the reusability of the questions 
and the security of the y tern. 
I. 
2.4.2 Case 2: LUVIT Quiz (A test tool with several new question types) 
Date Accessed: 16 June 2003 
URL: http://www.Juvit.se/stefanp/lec 35 manual/quizplu .html 
• LUVIT 
~Quiz New Quiz tool 
LUVIT Quiz - A test tool with several new question types 
"Quiz - questions that produce answers". 
LUVIT Quiz refines and adds to the test tools available in LUVIT 
Education Centre. LUVIT Quiz is a tool used to create targeted, auto 
corrected tests to strengthen the training process. LUVIT Quiz facilitates 
the work with composing, distributing and marking tests. which contribute 
to the progress of the course participants. It also lets the trainer compile 
status reports and assess the course participants' understanding and 
use of the course material. With Quiz both learners and educators are 
given information in order to develop. 
Figure 2.5: Screen shot for LUVIT Quiz. 
•:• Overview 
LUVIT Quiz refine and add to the test tool available in LUVIT du ati n entr . 
LUVIT Quiz is a tool used to create targeted, auto corrected tests t trengthen the 
training proce . LUVIT Quiz facilitates the w rk with mposing, di tributing and 
marking te t whi h ntribule t the pr gre. s f the ur e parti ipant . It al Jets 
the trainer compile tatus report and a th our e parti ipants' under tandin 
and use of the cour e material. With uiz b th learner and edu ators ar 
inf rmati n in rd 'rt d 'V'I p. 
JV 'II 
•:• Technical Requirements 
LUVIT Quiz is built around Java. The creation of questions and tests are using Java 
for PC computers running Internet Explorer. An HTML version of LUVJ Quiz L 
used for the Mac and/or the Netscape browser. Tn addition to the tc hni al 
requirements for LUVIT Education, a Java plug-in, Java Media Framework (JMF) 
is necessary to create tests containing sound and video. This plug-in is included in 
the installation programs for LUVIT Quiz. 
•:• User Group 
Users are divided into three main groups, which are the admini trator, the educator 
and the participant. Only admini trators and educator have the right to create 
questions and quizzes. They also have the rights to view and edit existing questions 
and create new test . Only administrator and educat r have a e t review the 
tests/ quizzes results of all participants. 
•:• Question Bank 
All tests start in the Question bank. Here, the educator creates new question and/or 
picks previously created que tion for a new te t. Que Lion created are 
automatically tored in the que tion bank. Pri r to aving a que ti n, the du at r 
need to categorize the que ti n by using an existing cate 1ory (e. g. pcrs nn I 
administration/ environmental monitoring/ private finances) or by reating a n w 
category. rting all que ti n int ate ori 'S fa .ilitat s th, udmini: trati n of 
existing questi n in th' qu . ti n ank and it makes random sel tion of qu .stioru 
15 
from one category possible. This also makes it easier to find your questions. You can 
filter your questions by category, when you are creating a quiz. 
•!• Authority/ Permission 
The educator sets the level of authority for each question, or rather, decides who wil1 
have access to the question created. The possibility to share questions with 
colleagues facilitates creating tests and increases the cooperation among educators. 
By making already created questions available for others, the ame question may be 
used by different educators for more than one test and course. Therefore, Quiz 
contributes to creating effective administration of internal resources, conformity in 
measuring knowledge, common and faster development of existing le l etc. 
All questions are stored in the same que tion bank, but each educator can only view 
and use the que tions he or she has the authority to ee. Four levels of authority are 
available: 
Only me: Only the person who created the question may use it in tests. 
Anyone on this course: Everybody in a course with the authority to create 
test may u e th que tion for their te t . 
Anyone on this site: Everybody n a particular ite may in Jude the qucsti n 
in test . 
Anyone on this server: Everybody on a certain erver with the auth rity l 
create test may u e th e que ti ns. 
•:• Types of Questions 
There are different kinds of questions containing text, sound, images and video in 
both the question and the answer. This improves interactivity and makes the t • ts 
livelier and more life-like. All questions are categorized and for each ques tion 1 vel 
of difficulty can be set. LUVIT Quiz offers the following types of questions: 
• Single choice 
• Multiple choice 
• Hotspot 
• Match 
• Fill-in 
• Numerical question 
• Multiple choice from file 
LUVIT Quiz 
Create a match question 
Make new match question 
jrext .:J Object1 I <V 
jAudio .:J ObJect2 I 
jrext 3 Ob]ect3 I 
Add coupl DI t couple I 
P rmlsslone I~ c 0 I I 
Match 1~; 
jrext o:J 
I image::] 
jMovie o.::J 
ObjectA 1- 
0b]ectB j 
ObjectC I 
rn1e: jsirds Difficulty: f1:::J 
igure 2. amp I .. s reen n .reat in a mat h qu ~sti n 
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•:• Creating a Quiz 
There are two different ways of creating a test, manually or automatically. Th 
manual alternative means that the person creating a test picks the questions to be 
included. The automatic alternative involves a random selection of questions pick d 
according to set category, level of authority and type of question. Should th 
educator wish to give the same kind of test a second time, new que tions may be 
randomly selected. 
r WebCT 
P LUYIT Yes. ll1at 1~ oi covrse consctl 
Youvo scored one point 
1. Which knowledge management system makes education available? 
@llit.lJll!f 
1. Which knowledge managemer r Learning 
education available? space 
r Web CT 
P LUYIT 
r Learning space 2. What platform is t present required to use as LWIT server? 
r NT 
2. What platform rs at presont r • 
LWIT server? 
r NT 
P Solaris 
r Pentium with Windows 9 
r Solarls No. no unix v rsron )i~ts yel 
r Pentium With 
Windows 98 
Ycuvo scored no pornt 
Check my an'~ 
You h v scot d 1 out of2 (50%) 
Cc•nq"•t•JI, uons, )'C•IJ P'<~·Sl·d th•! l<l ,ti 
Figure 2.7: Sample creen for ate t and after it have been c rrected. 
•:• Analyzing Test Results 
After a finished te t, the participant may ee hi re ult, i.e. whether he ha pas ed r 
not, scored points and feed a k. Thi inf rmation i st r cl and th' parti ipant an al 
a later time he k previ us t l r ults. 'I he .du ator s "S th, t est r '. ults of all 
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participants and may also see their test history including such information as 
previously passed tests and time used to take the tests. 
&Mnmuiamt•ASM!4 
Title 
C:omm quiz 
Eciucertor m.112 
fir'st Quiz 
Published by Publish ert Publish stop Poss cl Fetilecl Percent 
Marie Andersson 1999-1 2-05 1 5 O 1 00 % 
Petrik Eriksson 1 999-1 2-1 5 4 3 57 % 
Caroll O'Conner 2000-01 -1 4 2 33 % 
Percent correct 
74% 
97% 
Result Name 
P611rlk Eriksson 
Marla Andersson 
Pass 
Pess 
Figure 2.8: Sample screen for monitoring result 
•:• The strengths of LUVIT Quiz Centre: 
)> The possibility to share question with colleagues facilitates creating te ts and 
increases the cooperation among educator . 
)> Integrating text, sound, images and video Ill both the question and the answer 
improve interactivity and make the test livelier. 
)> All questions are categorized and for each que rion, level of difficulty an b t. 
·:· The weaknes es of LUVIT Quiz entre: 
> The system may et orn] Ii ate f r new u. 'rs. 
L ading time f r qu sti n which ontainin bi ima 1, audio, r vid ·o Iil is slow. 
2.4.3 Case 3: E-Learning (Global Learning Network, GLN) 
Date Accessed: 18 June 2003 
URL: http://www.cisco.com 
_,Glo=""~l:o::•"'or"'nlng""'Ne1"'wo=••::..__ The Global Learning Network le an enc-ie-enc. net.Hork·enhenced learning lnfrsstruclure 
-"~=LN"'-~="'-"""'"'w----,-+ designed to suppon tne Cisco Networking Academy Program and &Cfil with Ill growtn. The 
-'-"""""'""ie"'et.ioo"'' c=•-=&-=Serv~tceo=-_+_ ~~~i~~~~~r;e~~~a~~~~~bs~~~~;~: , ;~~~~"!~r~c~~l~l~~~~~~:~1:_1:. pron cl ncy 
NelwOr'k 1ntratitructure 
+ 
+ 
Scalable, a-learning mnaetrucwre efrlciently deltvera rich, lnteracuve media and enhanced useument 10 
hundreds ofthouunds of Cisco Networking Ac•demy Program tluden11 around the world. • • Mou. 
: S.!2~ - ~uengt!,_ J ~t()10013~'rongj __ Mlciosoft P~Pol ... Jr Ac~d my Cnnnoctl ... 
Figure 2.9: The main page for GLN 
•:• Overview 
The Global Learning Network is an end-to-end 
l\c:Ml(ttey UMtr• Lou an 
,1,tlldemy membera Ul.OJD...llfllt 
• Ntw UHt1' lt.tm.maJ 
-Forootv°'-"~ 
lrml)!f:.L9Q®Qn? 
Ac.cterny & Cl•H LOUtOJ 
6llL.!:llalS I I I.If.A I 
.!l!cl'!JI~ 
our•• .,. .. ,.0 
Review Ne1w0t1tng ~ :J '° lr\leHN)t 
~~ ·'·' ~.j! 1:06PM 
network-enhan ed 1 iarning 
infrastructure de igned t support the co Networking Academy Pr gram and 
cale with its gr wth. The I\ VVI stru lure iv 'S w rldwid ~ stud nts a n h 
interactive envir nm nt with prof i 'n ·y r r rtin and personalized Ic idl a k tluu 
respond t multipl I .arnin 1st I es, 
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•:• User Groups 
• Academy: The Academy program encourages individuals and organizations t 
get involved. Educational institutions can become Academies. 
• Instructor: Interested individuals can enroll in an Academy or be ome an 
instructor. Instructors teach students valuable Internet technology skills, 
including networking, Unix, Web design, and other IT essentials. 
• Sponsors: Sponsors provide Workplace Learning opportunities to students and 
help create relevant course material. 
• Students: Learn valuable Internet technology skills such as networking, Unix, 
Web design and IT essentials in the Cisco Networking Academy Program. 
•:• System Studies 
One can only login if he/she is a regi tered member with LN. The sy tern ha been 
tested by using a registered u er, who i a tudent in LN. The tudents are free lo take 
any courses, and every course i divided into classes. After login to the sy tern, the 
student will find a list of classes. 
My Classes 
Universiti Teknologi Mara (Vievv Information) 
IC032AF 
IC0321 
1(0322 
igur 2.JO: ist I lasses displa n the sct '11 
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After selecting a particular class, the user will be linked to the following page where it 
lists out the details of the class. There is an "Assessments and Grades" section where the 
exams question and results are displayed. 
IC032AF 
Class Details 
Cour s e Name: 
Language: 
Version: 
Start Date: 
End Date: 
Class Location: 
Primary Instructor: 
Email Address: 
Secondary Instructor: 
Email .A.ddress: 
Orientation Course 
English 
3.1 
12/0512003 
20/05/2003 
University of Tecr1nology MAR.A. 
Md t•i1ahtudz Md Zan 
mahtudzl'@elect .rtm .ed1...1.my 
Ruhani Ab Rahman 
ruh@ni 64@yahoo.com 
L_ _ 
View Official course MaierJ111 
To dovvnload curriculum, go to Instructor Home>Resources>Course 
Material:s>Download Curriculum. 
Click to access the 
assessment sy tem. 
Figure 2.J J: As es ment and Grades section is showed 
Cuco Sums 
11&11. 
Assessment System 
1 A#t•mtnl Stltotlon 
Select an Auessment -Verslen 
1.Ja.111:1.mt llliiiif 
llu At11ue rums 
Yoo C1K1~ly do not h6veony • mel'lls octl\le 
igure 2. J z: ii:;t f xums , ill be : h w d und 'f Ass 'SSm ·nt 
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If there is any assessments (test) given by the lecturer, the list of assessments will be 
displayed in the "Assessments Selection" column. Else, a message is displayed to inform 
the student that there is no active exam available at the moment'. 
The Assessment Settings is used by the user to set the exam format that they preferred. 
After the setting is completed, the student can click on the "Take Assessment" link to sit 
for the exam. 
•:• Monitoring Studies Progress and Performance 
After taking the exam, the paper will be marked automatically and the student will 
be graded. Users can view their results in the "Grade Book". 
The grade book will di play all the exam taken by the students and their score. 
j 
I) 
i ., t:: i~ u ~~ I) (~ tie "' 1l I) Cl) :: Q. 
90 10 0 
~ j ./ 100 . 96 2 
IC0321 
Class Information 
Class Name: 
Class ID: 
Course: 
Version: 
IC0321 
3037591 
CCNA 1: Networking Basics 
2.1.4 
~ Wel~l1(Tol!lls100) <D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0 I 0 0 0 r 0 0 rv~ Score - I fil ~ r 2Sj I~ m 100.Q W,Q ill i ell r ~ 1100.Q §1..Q I ~ I ~ I ~ 
VIEWASCSV I 
Legend 
(') Regraded <Il 
(·) Nol Taken 
k 
2.3 
The system also enables the students to check for their error distribution patterns, where 
a table will show the score for each question in a certain test. Figure ////shown be]ow is a 
sample screen shot for viewing the error distribution pattern. 
Class Information 
Class Name: 
Class ID: 
Course: 
Version: 
IC0322 
3039021 
CCN/l, 2: Routers ~nd Routing ElF.i$ICS 
2.1.4 Score "0" 
indicates that 
the tudcnt did 
not answer this 
question 
correctly. 
2 
(MCSA) 
314 5 6 7 81 
(MCSA) (MCSA) I (MCSA) (MCSA) (MCSA) (1"1CSA) (M 
1 1 1 1 i r 1 r -_i J~ n I 
~
uestlon 1 
~e-·- ~(~CSA) 
Maximum I 1 'Score 
~--- ···--- ... L -- - 
I Your j I ~core j 
12 13 
CSA) (MCSA) 
Figure 2.14: Error distribution pattern 
The system al o support per onalized feedback to help tud nt in th ir learning 
progress more effectively based on their characieri tic and ability. A ample creen i 
shown in Figure 2.15. 
2 
Personalized Feedback: 
.... CCNA2 
.... Review 
• Overview 
• 1.1 The OSI Model 
.... 1.2 LANs 
• 1. 2. 1 LP...N" devices and technologies ~-- .......... - 
• 1. 2. 3 Carrier sense multiple access with collision detection 
• 1. 2.4 Logical addressing 
1. 2. 5 Physical addressing 
• 1.3 TCP/IP Addressing 
• 1.4 Host Layer (the Upper 4 Layers of the OSI Model) 
• Summary 
• WANs and Routers 
• Router CU 
• Router Components 
• Router Startup and Setup 
• Router Configuration 1 
• IOS Images 
Figure 2.15: Sample screen showing personalized feedback. 
•:• The Strengths of GLN: 
~ The system is we11 organized and user friendly. 
~ The system supports the multiple learning styles of hundred f thou and. of 
students worldwide with efficiently delivered rich, interactive media, proficiency 
reporting, and personalized feedback as dynamically generated Web page . 
2.4.4 Conclusion 
From the three case studies that I have gone through, it i concluded that the thr 
systems are well developed that they support the ba ic fun tion f a web-ba ed 
Question Bank and also hav their own p ialities. r th fir t and e , tudi ·s 
the system have b en te, t d rn r as th lnstru t r r -"du at r in th _, both , 1, l 111, whi] 
>11 t .st id usinu a Stuch11 I > )i11. 
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2.5 Consideration of Client/Server Architecture 
2.5.1 Client/Server Architecture Introduction 
The term client/server was first used in the 1980s in reference to personal 
computers (PCs) on a network. The actual client/server mode] started gaining 
acceptance in the late 1980s. The client/server software architecture is a versatile, 
message-based and modular infrastructure that is intended to improve usability, 
flexibility, interoperability, and scalability as compared to centralized, 
mainframe, time-sharing computing. A client is defined as a requester of services 
and a server is defined as the provider of services. A single machine can be both 
a client and a server depending on the software configuration. 
As result of the limitations of file sharing architecture, the client/ erver 
architecture emerged. Thi approach introduced a databa e erver to rcplac the 
file server. Using a relation databa e management sy tern (DBM ), user queries 
could be answered directly. The client/server architecture reduced work traffic by 
providing a query response rather than total file tran fer. It improve multi-user 
updating through a graphic user interface (GUI) front end t a share database. In 
client/server architecture, Remote Procedure all (RP s) r standard query 
language ( QL) statement are typically u ed t c mmunicate b tween the client 
and server. Example f lient/s rver archite lure are tw -tier and three-tier 
architectures. 
2.5.2 Two-tier Architecture 
With two-tier client/server architectures, the user system interface is located in 
the user's desktop environment and the database management scrvic s arc in a 
server that services many clients. Processing Management is split betwc n th 
user system interface environment and the database management rv r 
environment (as depicted in Figure 2.16). The database management server 
provides stored procedures and triggers. 
User System Interface + 
Some Processing 
Management 
Database Management+ 
Some Processing 
Management 
Figure 2.16: Two-Tier Architecture 
The two-tier client/server ar hitecture is a g od elution for di tributed 
computing when work group are defined as a d zen to 100 people interacting n 
a LAN simultaneously. It does have a number f limitations. When the num er 
of users exceed 100 performance begin to deteriorate. Thi limitation is a 
re ult f th rver maintaining a nne ti n via 'ke p aliv 'm ssages with ea ·h 
Ii nt v en wh n n work i, b .in d n ·. A s · nd limitati 11 f the tw ·Ii r 
ar hit lure: is that impl .rn ntation of J ro 'S1'i11 111:1110 1 111 11! 8 nvi ·s ui-;in, 
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vendor proprietary database procedures restricts flexibility and choice of DBMS 
for application. Finally, current implementations of the two-tier architectur s 
provide limited flexibility in moving (repartitioning) program functionality from 
one server to another without manually regenerating procedural code. 
2.5.3 Three-tier Architecture 
In the three-tier client/server architectures, a middle tier was added between user 
system interface client environment and the database management server 
environment (as shown in Figure 2.17). There are a variety of ways of 
implementing this middle tier, such as transaction processing monitors, message 
server, or application server . The middle tier can perform queuing, application 
executing, and database staging. For example, if the middle tier provides queuing, 
the client can deliver its request t the middle layer and di engag becaus c the 
middle tier will acces the data and return the an wer to the client. 
User System Interface 
Process Management 
Databa e Mana ement 
2.J 7: Three-Ti 'f Ar hit, tur 
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This client/server architecture has been shown to improve performance and 
flexibility for groups with a large number of users (in the thousands). A 
limitation with three tier architectures is that the development cnvironm nt L 
reportedly more difficult to use than the visua1Jy oriented development f tw - 
tier applications. 
2.6 Consideration of Operating System 
2.6.1 Windows 2000 Professional 
Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional was built on Windows NT technology 
with the user-friendly user interface. It can be used for running software 
applications, connect to Internet and intra net sites, and acces files, printers, and 
network resources. Furthermore, it is the windows operating ystern for both 
busine s laptop and desktop system. Micro ft Wind w 2000 Pr fe nal i. 
known for its flexibility, manageability, reliability and its web capability. 
The main reason of why considering Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional a 
the Operating System is becau e of it strong development platform. One f the 
examples will be the telephony t chnol gy in Window 2000 Pr fe ional that 
developers can u e to create cu tom applicati n . y using Wind ws 2000 
Profe sional as the client devel per can built ri h appli ati n with attributes that 
can be easily replicated and te ted on multiple sites. Internet .. rpl r r 5 support 
Dynamic HTML, DHTML behaviour and ~ ·t ensible Markup an ua , ( M 
han · und displu 1 inf rrn.uion. 
"'H 
When Windows 2000 Professional is combined with the integrated Web and 
communication services built into Windows 2000 Server, developers can create 
highly scalable, end-to-end e-commerce and line of business soluti ns. 
Other features provided by Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional includ s new 
peripheral support that extends notebook capabilities, modifications to the 
operating system core to prevent crashes and the ability for the operating system 
to repair itself, comprehensive security features to protect ensitive business data, 
both locally on desktop computers and as it is transmitted over local area 
network, phone lines, or the Internet. With its support for Internet-standard 
security features such as IP security, Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol, and Virtual 
Private Networking. It is so secure that many banks and organization choo e to 
use it. Windows 2000 Profe ional i easier t deploy, manage, and supp rt. 
Centralized management utilities, troubleshooting tools, and support for self- 
healing applications are the advantages of Windows 2000 Profe sional. 
When Windows 2000 Professional i used in conjunction with Window 2000 
Server, developer can take advantage of IntelliMirr r technol gie . By t ring 
important information and de ktop euing on a central computer, lntelliMirr r 
lets developer work on any computer attached to the netw rk as if they ar at 
their own desk. 
() 
2.6.2 Microsoft Windows 2000 Server 
Windows 2000 Server is a multipurpose, entry-level server operating system that 
can used to provide the network users with files, print, applicati n, r W b 
services. Windows 2000 Server provides a well-integrated package containin 
the application development environment, security, and scalability. With 
Windows 2000 Server, user gets all the usability features of Windows 2000 
Server, plus support for up to two multiprocessors for new installations and up to 
four multiprocessors when they upgrade for Windows NT 4.0. 
As server operating system built for Business Internet Windows 2000 Server lets 
users: 
• Use the Web securely connects employees, customer , suppliers, 
anywhere in the world. 
• Share select information without compr mi ing 
data. 
• Expand the network environment as the application needs evolve. 
NT JAL 
• Internet-enable busine s with es ential technologies woven 
throughout the operating system. 
• ut co ts with irnpr ved managem nt y tern for netw rk , . erver 
and Windows desktop. 
• Taking advantage of new hardware with broad support f r xist ing 
and emerging hardware and communication product . 
Windows 000 lllJ r s iv' standard-based se urit s •rvi · 
includin fl' ible uuth ·nti ·at ion data 11 ·r pti n fl ·xibl • and sc iure 11 nw rk 
• I 
access, protection of virtual private network (VPNs) using core Internet 
Standards such as IP security (IPSec), secure transaction processing and security 
extensions for the development platform such as the Crypto APL 
Windows 2000 Server also introduces new technologies that Jet user build richer 
Web applications and solutions, such as the next generation of the Microsoft 
Component Object Model, COM+. Developers using COM+ find it much easier 
to create and use software components and benefit from a routine environment 
and services that are easily used for any programming language or tool. 
Windows 2000 Server also includes integrated upport for trearning media, 
which allows organizations to develop and distribute real-time presentations and 
rich multimedia content to both internal and external audien es. Imagine being 
able to send full screen video to the users' desktop on demand, while providing 
CD-quality audio, and great integration with other application software. 
2.6.3 Microsoft Windows XP Professional 
Windows XP Profe sional deliver new tandard in reliability and perforrnan e 
of the Windows operating y, tern. It provides efficient and dependable 
computing experience. Window XP Profe: ional i built on Wind ws 200 and 
Windows NT workstation core oftware code, known a the NT I rnel. It i 
more powerful, ecur and table than th pr vi u v ersi n of wind ws perming 
sy t m. 
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Some of the significant advantages of Windows XP Professional over the other 
systems include: 
• Superior Operating System Technology 
Including preemptive multitasking, fault tolerance, and sytern mcm ry 
protections, which all work to prevent as well as resolve problems, and to 
keep system running smoothly. 
• Ability to Recover Work 
The ability to recover work in many cases. If program crashes before 
work can be saved. 
• System Memory Protection 
Help to prevent poorly written oftware fr rn making c mput r un table. 
Additionally, the performance of XP Profe sionaJ ha certainly increased 
drastically as compare to the earlier version of Windows. It even meets 
the performance of Window 2000 on the commercial benchmarks. 1t can 
easily resume from hibernate/ tand by mode within econds, perform 
everal ta k at a time and many thcrs aspect of perf rmance. Jt i m t 
well known for its stability. 
The security of Window XP Prof es ional i al o a value-add d feature 1 all it 
u ers. It enhanced viru prate tion and latest se .urity standards has help user t 
prevent rn st f ihe mm n t P' of Int met alta k. Plus, it nublei ut-i ·rs tc 
protect sensitive data on their computer as well as when transmitting over 
networks. 
Windows XP Professional impressed user with a totally fresh new look f 
windows operating system. It is user friendly and meets the requirements of u er 
interface under Human-Computer Interaction. With this feature, user will be able 
to manage their computer more efficiently and effectively. 
2. 7 Comparison of Programming Language 
2.7.1 ASP.NET 
ASP.NET is a programming framework built on common language runtime that 
can be used on a server to build powerful web applications. ASP.NET offers 
several important advantage over previous Web development rn dels. 
•:• Enhanced Performance 
ASP.NET is compiled common language runtime code running on the server. 
Unlike its interpreted predece ors, ASP.NET can take advantage of early 
binding, ju t-in-tirne compilati n, native optimization, and caching crvi e. 
right out of the box. This amount to dramatically belier performance bef re 
you ever write a line of codes. 
•:• World-cla Tool upp rt 
The J\ P.N T Irarn 'w rk i. 1111 I m enr ed by a ri ·h lo I ox a11 I d i:;i 111 rill 
th Vi ual tudi int' irate I I pm .nt nvironm nt. WY JW • .ditin 
. ~ 
drag-and-drop server controls, and automatic deployment are just a few of 
the features this powerful tool provides. 
•:• Power and Flexibility 
Because ASP.NET is based on the common language runtime, the power and 
flexibility of that entire platform is available to Web application developers. 
The .NET Framework class library, Massaging, and Data Access solutions 
are all seamlessly accessible from the Web. ASP.NET is also language- 
independent, so users can choose the language that best applies to their 
application or partition their application aero s many languages. Further, 
common language runtime interoperability guarantees that the existing 
investment in COM-based development is preserved when migrating to 
ASP.NET. 
•:• Simplicity 
ASP.NET makes it easy to perform common task , from simple form 
submission and client authentication to deployment and site configuration. 
Additionally, the common language runtime sirnplifie devel pment, with 
managed code ervices such a automatic reference countin and garbage 
collection. 
·:· Manageability 
A P.N T mpl y, a t ext-bu: ed, hi 'nu hi al nfiguration , st "'m, whi h 
sirnplifi <IPI I yin ) . ttin is I ours rv 'r 11 ir nm '11t and W eb uppli 'ati n . 
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Because configuration information is stored as plain text, new settings maybe 
applied without the aid of local administration tools. This "zero local 
administration" philosophy extends to deploying ASP.N .... T -rarncw rk 
application as well. An ASP.NET Framework application is dcpl ycd to a 
server simply by copying the necessary files to the server. No server re tart i 
required, even to deploy or replace running compiled code. 
•:• Scalability and Availability 
ASP.Net has been designed with scalability in mind, with features 
specifically tailored to improve performance in clustered and multiproces or 
environments. Further, processes are clo ely monitored and managed by the 
ASP.NET runtime, so that if one misbehaves (leaks, deadlock ), a new 
process can be created in its place, which help keep the applicati n 
constantly available to handle request. 
•:• Customizability and Extensibility 
ASP.NET delivers a well-factored architecture that allows developers t 
"plug-in" their code at the appr priate level. In fact, it i po sible to xtend r 
replace any ubcomponent of the A P.NET runtime with y ur wn cust m- 
written component. Implementing custom authenticati n or state . ervi cs has 
never been ea ier. 
. 6 
•!• Security 
With built in Windows authentication and per-application, configuration, y u 
can be assured that your applications are secure. 
2.7.2 Java Server Pages (JSP) 
Java Server Pages (JSP) technology allows web developers and designers to 
rapidly develop and easily maintain, information rich, dynamic web pages that 
leverage existing business systems. As part of Java family, JSP technology 
separates the user interface from content generation enabling designers to change 
overall page layout without altering the underlying dynamic content. 
JSP technology uses XML-like tags and scriptlets written in the JAVA 
programming language to encapsulate the logic that generate the ontent I r the 
page. Additionally, the application logic can re ide in server-ba ed resources 
(such as JavaBeans component architecture) that the page accesses with these 
tags and scriplets. Any and all formatting (HTML or XML) tags are pas ed 
directly back to the response page. By separating the page logic from its design 
and display and supp rting a reu able cornponent-ba ed de ign, J P techn I gy 
makes it faster and easier to build web-ba ed application. 
JSP technology is an extension of the Java Servlet technology. ervlet are 
platform-independent, JOO% pure Java erv ir- ide modul s that fit seamlessly 
into a web. rver frarn w rk and ·1111 be used l '·1 ·nd th' .apn iliti s fa w b 
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server with minimal overhead, maintenance, and support. Unlike other scripting 
languages, servlet involve no platform-specific consideration or modifications. 
The JSP specification is the product of industry-wide collaboration with indus try 
leaders in the enterprise software and tools markets, led by Sun Microsystems. 
Sun has made the JSP specification freely available to the development 
community, with the goal that every web server and application server will 
support the JSP interface. JSP pages share the "Write Once, Run Anywhere" 
characteristics of Java Technology. 
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2.7.3 Comparisons of ASP.NET and ASP.NET 
Table below shows the comparisons of ASP.NET and JSP: 
ASP.NET .JSP 
Language in Multiple languages Java 
page 
OS Platform Windows 9X, NT, other Unix, Microsoft Windows, 
platforms requires third-party MacOS, Linux 
ASP porting products 
Supported IIS, Personal Web Server Any Web server, including 
Web Server (PWS), other servers with third- Apache, Netscape and IIS. 
party products. 
Supported Any ODBC and JDBS compliant Any ODBC and JDBC compliant 
Database database. database. 
Portability Good Good 
Scalability Good Good 
Component Custom-written component JavaBeans Enterpri c, JavaBcan 
Support 
Learning Medium High(Java) 
Curve 
Price License software Free 
Table 2.J: Comparison of ASP.NET and J P 
2.8 Consideration of Web Authoring Tools 
2.8.1 Microsoft Visual Interdev 
Microsoft Visual Interdev is an integrated development tool for building 
dynamic Web application accessible by any Web browser on any platform. It 
includes an integrated development environment, database connectivity tool 
programmable components, site management and publishing capabilities, a 
personal Web server, content creation tools and many more. 
Microsoft Visual lnterdev includes a variety of development features for 
integrating client-server and Web technology. These feature are enabled through 
Visual Jnterdev's upport for ActiveX controls, seamless database connectivity 
to any ODBC data source, support for building and te ting large sy tern and 
comprehensive support for the development of Web application. 
Furthermore, Visual Interdev provides a rapid, vi ual development environment 
for building ASP. It can easily integrate ActiveX server components written in 
Visual J++, Visual Basic, Visual FoxPro and Visual ++. Using Visual Interdev 
with ActiveX Server component provide a convenient and effective way 
tightly integrate a Web application with existing Internet sy tern. 
Visual lnterdev delivers a comprehensive set of tightly integrated database t ols 
for Web developer . The database connectivity Ieatur s are based on the Industry. 
iandard in .ludin 1 ra ·I' Mi .r sof] S irv 'I' Mi ros ft I\ · ·ss 
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Microsoft Visual FoxPro, Informix, Sybase, IBM BB/2 and others. Jn addition, 
using Visual lnterdev, a developer can create scalable database solutions becau e 
it leverages ASP. The core database components of Microsoft lntcrdev include 
Active Data Object (ADO), Integrated Data View, Design-Tim ActiveX 
Controls, Database Wizards, Query Designer and so on. 
A Visual Interdev project consists of a live Website. When developers open a 
"project", they are actually opening a live view of a site, as it exists on the Web 
server. The IDE is thus a complete Web site management tool allows the 
developer to easily modify the structure of a Web site and to edit, add, rename, 
and delete files and folders on the Web site. It can also open multiple Web sites 
at the time. 
2.8.2 Notepad 
Notepad is the world's mo t versatile HTML, editing tool absolutely free when 
purchase this software: Windows version 2.0 and above. 
Notepad has one of the simple t u er interface of any Internet Web authoring 
tools. The menus are logically laid out, confirming to all standard in de ign s 
users can understands them before u ing it. 
Notepad ha the arnc interfa e f r all versi n of Windows so moving over t 
late t versi n f Windows sh uld n t hamper HTML od · realion, 'I he N t •pad 
Web auth rin I i. mpati I-' with ' 'ry sin I· standard of Intern ·1 
presentation medium yet devised. Notepad was designed to have a very small 
application footprint, taking up as little space as possible in computer's memory 
and a minimum of disk space. 
Notepad gives clear, easy to read and full HTML. There is no code hidden, and 
users have control over all parts of the HTML code. JavaScript is also fully 
supported by Notepad. AJI parts of the JavaScript are fully available through 
Notepad, without the need of complex tools. 
2.8.3 Visual Studio.NET Enterprise Architect 
Visual Studio.NET provides developers with the most productive tool for 
building next-generation applications for Microsoft Windows and the Web. 
Visual Studio.Net Enterpri e Architect (VSEA) build on the p wer f Visual 
Studio.NET Enterprise Developer by including additional capabilities for 
designing, specifying, and communicating application architecture and 
functionality. 
Developers using Visual Studio.Net Enterprise Architect will benefit fr m the 
ability to: 
• Visually De ign XML Web Service and Applicati ns 
Use a mpl te set f Mi ·r ft Visio-based .apabiliti 'S to .reat and 
mm uni ate appli ati n ar hit' nure busin .ss r .quir irm nts, databas · 
di. i )n, and busin .ss t r • ·s~Mi. Ar hit' 'IS ·;rn us M 111 d Is l 
specify application architecture and functionality. From those models, 
they can reduce development time by directly generating classes 
functions, and methods in Microsoft Visual C++.NET, Mi rosoft Visual 
Basic.NET and Microsoft Visual C#.NET. Developers can also do umcnt 
existing application code by reverse engineering Visual Basic.NET, 
Visual C++.NET and Visual C#.NET projects to create architectural 
designs and models to share the models with the rest of their team. 
Visual Studio .NET Enterprise Architect provides full end-to-end support 
for database modeling, including conceptual, logical, and physical view . 
Business analysts can easily enter business rules using the Fact Editor, 
which in turn generates an underlying database model that can be refined 
by a database analyst into I gical and physical vi w . ull roundtrip 
engineering guarantees that changes made at any of the views will be 
reflected throughout, improving communication across the development 
team. 
• Create and Deliver Architectural uidance 
Developers have been faced with ever-increasing rnpl xity a 
technologies and opportunities have proliferated. nterpris e t .mplatcs 
and the Templates Description Language will help t redu e thi 
complexity and will in rease ollab ration a ross th, d 'V lopm .nt t iarn. 
Ar hit 'Cl. an use enterprise ternplat .. pr je ·ts 
tarting J int b • p if in 1 an initial a1 J Ii ati 11 stru .tur • i11 lulling 
any reusable or standard components and technologies, design 
documents and models. This can be further enhanced by using Template 
Description Language to specify the constraints for component usage 
throughout the application, including the ability to set property values 
and ranges, so that developers are more likely to make the right 
implementation choices. Architects can also create custom Help topics in 
HTML and integrate them into the Visual Studio.NET dynamic help 
system; so that developers have access to all the resources they need 
while building applications. 
• Build XML Web Services and Application 
Visual Studio.NET is the industry benchmark for developer productivity. 
The ultimate developer cockpit, it includes visual de igncrs for Window , 
the Web, data and servers components to accomplish tasks more 
efficiently than ever before. Built on the Microsoft.NET framework, 
Visual Studio.NET enables seamle s creation and usage of XML Web 
services for building the next generation Internet. 
• Use an Open Tool Platform 
Visual Studio.NET provides an open and extensible architc turc that 
enables third-party tool and component and language v nd r 
seamlessly integrate int the environment, pr vidin developers with a 
broad range of hoices for me "ling d v lopment r •quir'm •nts. 
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2.9 Consideration of Database Server 
2.9.1 MySQL 
MySOL is an Open Source SOL database management system provided by 
MySQL AB. Open Source means that it is possible for anyone to use and modify. 
Anybody can download MySOL from the Internet and use it without paying 
anything. Anybody so inclined can study the source code and change it to fit 
their needs. MySOL uses the GPL (GNU General Public License), to define what 
a person may and may not do with the software in different situation. 
MySOL is very fast, reliable and easy to use. My SOL was originally developed 
to handle very large database much faster than existing elution and ha been 
successfully used in highly demanding production environment for several year . 
Through under constant development, My OL today offers a rich and very 
useful set of functions. The connectivity, peed, and security make MySOL 
highly suited for accessing database on the Internet. MySOL is a client/server 
system that consist of a multi-threaded SOL server that support different back 
ends, several different client programs and libraries, administrative tools, and 
several programming interfaces. 
2.9.2 Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Microsoft SOL Server 2000 Window CE Edition (SQL erver --) i · the 
compact data bas f r rapidly elev ~1 ping appli ations that "XI end 111 erprise data 
manag rnent apabilities t dcvi ·s. ~ has th' Iamilinr Ie ·I f r 
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Server, with tools, application programming interfaces (APis), and the Transact- 
SQL syntax that minimize development time. 
Now, through integration with Microsoft Platform Builder 3.0 QL Server 
version 1.1 extends its capabilities to embedded devices. You can easily integrate 
SQL Server CE into custom operating systems built with no LAN, WAN, or 
wireless peripherals, SQL Server CE allows consumer devices running Windows 
CE 2.11 or higher to immediately participate in data synchronization, right out of 
the box. 
Additionally, the SQL Server CE engine exposes an essential set of relational 
database features- including an optimizing query processor and support for 
transactions and assorted data type - while maintaining a c mpa t f otprim that 
preserves precious system resources. Remote data access and merge replication, 
which work over Hypertext Tran fer Protocol (HTTP) and support encryption, 
ensure that data from enterprise SQL Server databa e is reliably delivered and 
that this data can be manipulated offline and synchronized later to the server. 
This makes SQL Server E ideal for mobile and wireless scenario . 
SQL Server CE extends the frontier of data management by delivering: 
• A familiar database platform for rapid development 
The L erver family provides data ma nag '111 nt support and 
pr gramrnability a r s th 'nt erprit · from th' Jar 1 ·st s .rv •rs to d •skt 1 
w rkstati ns. N w t und: ut th' .nd-t • •11d scrv r 
offering by providing robust data management capabilities to devices. SQL 
Server CE exposes a programming and operational model consistent with th 
rest of the SQL Server family, thereby ensuring that organization can easily 
integrate with existing systems and take advantage of existing development 
skills. 
• A compact yet capable relational database 
Though devices are advancing rapidly, system resources such as available 
memory are often scarce, so it is critical that a relational database system be 
as compact as possible while still exposing essential functionality. SQL 
Server CE has a small memory footprint, delivering al] of its functionality in 
approximately one megabyte (1 MB). Performance is enhanced with an 
optimizing query proce sor. A range of data types is supp rtcd t ensure 
flexibility, and 128-bit encryption is provided on the device for database file 
security. 
• Flexible data acce 
Allowing straight forward, efficient access to enterpri: e data is a primary g al 
for SQL Server E, whether a device is alway connected r interrnitt ntly 
connected. Remove data access exposes data in QL Server .5 L rvcr 
7.0 and SQL Server 2000 to the client device for updating. When used with 
SQL Server 2000 erver pr vides t .nded apal ilitie · f r 
ynchronizati n throu h m ·r ' r J Ji ati 11. B th of th ·s · data ·1 
i , take a lvanta · of Int 'rn ·t Standards- ill ludin 111 J p 
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Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption - through integration with Microsoft Internet 
Information Services (IIS). This approach allows data to be accessed reliably 
and flexibly, even through firewaJJs. 
2.10 Considerations of Web Servers 
2.10.1 Apache Tomcat 
Apache Tomcat is a high-end enterprise-level server developed by a loosely knit 
group of programmers from various organizations around the worldwide Java 
community. The original version of Apache Tomcat was written for UNIX, but 
there are now versions that run under OS/2, Windows and other platforms. 
Apache Tomcat has become the world's most popular free application server for 
Java. 
The keys to Apache Tomcat's. attractiveness and popularity lie instead in its 
extensibility, its freely distributed source code, and active user support for the 
server. Version 4.0.3 now in official release, is already being touted as the most 
stable and fastest version of Apache Tomcat ever. 
Among the most notable feature are it cro s-platform support, protocol support 
(HTTP/1.J ), modularity (AP]) ecurity logging, and overall perf rrnan e and 
robustness. Apache Tomcat distributes a core et of m dules that handle 
everything fr m user authenti ati n and c oki s to typ orre ·ti n i11 R s. 
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2.10.2 Internet Information Server (IIS) Version 5.0 
This version, which comes exclusively as part of the Windows 2000 
Server operating system, contains many new features along with perforrnan e 
and reliability enhancements. Notable improvements include better and cl arly 
documented security policies, support for the new WebDA V publishing 
standards, and faster restarts of both Web and FfP services. 
IIS v5.0 is good as both a fast time Web server for those familiar and 
comfortable with Windows operating systems, and a high-end server for hosting 
providers and large corporate installations. It handles the basis well and is better 
integrated in Windows then previous versions. IIS v5.0 al o comes with 
performance and feature enhancements that will be attractive for mission critical 
tasks. 
Microsoft has improved the clustering configuration and setup to enable multiple 
machines to share the load and deliver more reliable Web services. However, it is 
still far from simple to set up. Enterpri must carefully review the 
documentation and copy various tt:ings fil s u ing command line utilitie 
supplied with Window 2000 to et up a clu ter. uch cluster are supp rted only 
by Advance Server versions. 
Version 4 of JI aw the beginnin f Mi .r soft Mana ment ans let handle 
the configurati n and setup f JJ hi. ha b en ' t ind d t a vari t 1 f oth r 
non-Web . rvi ... in Wind ws 2000 and r num 1d m] ut -r-Manug im )nt 
although for the most part, the screens will be familiar. New to HS v5.0 are 
performance. Application protection, and turning enhancements. However, the 
documentation is inadequate to properly set up these new feature without' ·1 l t 
of trial and error. 
Microsoft has added a few new wizards to help simplify some common tasks. 
Three notable wizards are the Permissions Wizard (to synchronize and align Web 
and NTFS security settings), the Web Server Certificate Wizard (to obtain and 
install server certificates), and the CLT Wizard (to create and modify certificate 
trust list). Version 5 has various enhancements as well. Microsoft has 
consolidated security tips in its documentation. Such tips include restricting guest 
accounts and setting appropriate file permissions. However, setting up client-side 
certificate is still far too complex and poorly documented. 
One of the more significant enhancements in the 11 v5 is Web-ba ed Distributed 
Authoring and Versioning (WebDAV). WcbDAV is an emerging standard 
designed to implify the construction of intraners and enable multiple user to 
publish documents to a common Web server. Thi feature all w u er t hare 
Web directorie as if they were standard Windows file hare , using Offi e 2000 
and IE v5 tools on Windows 98, NT and Windows 2000.WebDAV enable 
folders appear as "Web Folder " when user open files in Office 2000 from a 
remote Web sit . ii' I eking i upporred s m r than one u r annot sdit a 
file ncurrently. 
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2.10.3 Personal Web Server (PWS) 
PWS is entry-level/mid-range server for Windows 9x/NT platforms. It is a 
scaled-down version of the commercial Information Internet Server (JJ ) 
included with the Server edition of Microsoft Windows NT. PWS is a great 
entry-level Web server that makes it easy to publish personal homepage, serve 
small Web sites, and share document via a local intranet. 
PWS is one of the best servers available for helping to get users up and running 
quickly. Wizards are included to guide users through the process of setting up 
homepages and sharing files, and the PWS administrator reduces the complexity 
of actually running the Web server itself. Users can also use the familiar 
Explorer interface of PWS's Personal Web Manager to share directories, start 
and stop the server, and view Web site statistic . 
One of the best use for PWS is a platform for testing out Web sites on Windows 
95/Windows NT Workstation computers before hosting them on the Internet. 
This allows users to check the validity of links, script , and applications as well 
as to ensure that the overall organization of the site i functioning correctly. 
PWS presents the ability to develop transactional W b applications using the 
Microsoft Tran action Server. Overall, while most large enterprise will likely 
bypas Micros ft s Pers nal Web erver for the hi Th-end Int rn Jt Inf rmati 11 
Server PW will r main n · of the best uvailabl · options f r individuuh, 
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wanting to serve their own personal home pages and for small organizations 
needing to host their own Web sites. 
2.11 Consideration of Data Access Techniques 
2.11.1 Introduction to SQL & ODBC 
SQL is a language used to create, manipulate, examine and manage r lational 
database. Because SQL is an application-specific languag , a ingl tat m nt 
can be very expressive and can initiate high-level actions u h a rting and 
merging data. SQL was standardized in 1992 o that a program could 
communicate with most databa e ystem with ut having t change QL 
commands. Unfortunately, you mu t c nnect t a databa e bef re ending L 
commands, and each databa e vend r ha a different int rface a well a 
B , a -bas .d int rfa e t 
n i tent intcrfa e I r c mmuni ating with a daraba e and 
for acce. ing data a m tadata. With and u er an nnc l t a 
database and manipulate i.t in a tandard ' ay. It i n urpri c that, alth ugh 
0 BC began a a P standard it ha be men arly indu try. tandard. 
2.11.2 Java Databa e 01111 ·ti ity JOB ) 
JDB technol gy is an API that I t. 1 
fr rn the Java pr gramming languag . It pr 
irtually an tabular data. ur • 
nn 
wid ran e f datHt H ', and n w Pl it ·11. I 1 id ·s 
a 'S. to ther tal ular dutu s ut • , su .h as s1 r udsh '"'Is 01 Ilut Iil :. 
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The JDBC API allows developers to take advantage of the Java platf rru's 
"Write once, Run Anywhere" capabjJitie for industrial srren th, r ss-plarf rm 
applications that require access to enterprise data. With a .J 
enabled driver, a developer can ea ily connect all corporate data v n in a 
heterogeneous environment. 
2.ll.3 ActiveX Data Object (ADO) 
The ActiveX Data Objects (ADO)is a high-level interface for data object. It wa 
designed to replace DAO (Data Acee. bjects) and R 0 Remote ala 
Objects). ADO is more general and can be u ed t a ces all rt f different 
types of data, including Web page , pread heel and et . 
ADO provide con istent high-perf rrnan e a e. t data wh ther it i. a fr nt- 
end databa e, client r middle-tier bu inc 
language, or ev nan Internet br w r. 
bj ct u: ing an applican n, t 
ADO i de ign d a an a, -t -u. appli ati n l v I int rfac 
newe l and m 
high-perform an 
D. 
an data , ur , in ludinu r lati nal and 11 n- 
relati nal databa e mail and file tern tc t and graphic. ust m usin 's. 
je t. and rn re. AI i imp! .m 'nt ·d' ilh a. mull f otprint minimal 11 ·t ork 
traffi in key !111 111 and ;1 rninimul 1111111l •r of 111 ·1s I uw • ·11 th• 
fr nr- '11d an I lata • u1 ·-·111 t fl" i I· 1 Ii il1t\ •i 1hl1 hi 'h·p •r r111a11 · 
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interface. ADO is easy to use because it is called using a familiar metaphor- OLE 
Automation Interface, available from just about any tool and language on th 
market today. 
Some of the attractive benefits of using AD include transpar nt, Ii nt- ·1t hin 
architecture. By retrieving large result sets and catching data n the Ii nt y. t m, 
avoids expensive data re-fetching, thu boo. ting performance. TL support data 
fetching from all ODBC data ource , provides secure syst m by off rin 
support for Secure Socket Layer ( ) with public key cncrypti n and mutual 
authentication. Plus, it is also flexible and it could increa e erver efficiency in 
which the record set on the client i di connected, allowing rver- ide bject to 
be stateless, freeing re ources on high use erver . 
2.11.4 ADO.N ~ T 
ADO.N Ti an ev luti nary irnpr vem nt fr m Mi r . ft Active aia bjccts 
(ADO) that pr vidcs platf rm inter pcrability and alablc data a e Using 
Extensible Markup Language (XM ) A .N T can en urc the efficient 
tran fer of data t any appli ati n n any plarf rm. A maj r han ed from Al 
is that Rec rd set bj in th· A .N T. Jn tcad a data l i. u. id in 
ADO.N rk: a a ntral r p sit r f r tab!' f data, and als 
ien tab I is. Furth irrn re th, supp rt. 
ala et 
n traint and 
ata et object is a di, nne t d data niainer. 
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With Visual Studio.NET, developers program against objects, not tables and 
columns. ADO.NET features strongly typed programming, enabling developers 
to quickly write reliable data access code. 
The centerpiece of any software solution using AD .N T is th data t. A data 
set is an in-memory copy of database data. A data et contains any numb r f 
data tables, each of which typically corresponds t a databa c table r view. A 
data set constitutes a "disconnected" view of the database data. That J it 
memory without an active connection to a databas c containing the rrc pon ing 
tables or views. This disconnected architecture enables greater calability by nly 
using databa e server resources when reading r writing fr m th data a e. 
At run time, data will be pa ed fr m the databa e t a middle-ti r us ine: 
object and then d wn t the user int rface. T a ·omm dat th han c 
data ADO.NET use an XM -based persist nc and tran mission f rmat. T 
Iran mil data fr m nc tier t an thcr an AD .N T luti n xpre cs the in- 
memory data (the data et) a XML and then end the XM 
component. 
the ther 
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CHAPTER3:METHODOLOGY 
3.1 System Process Model 
This chapter is going to discuss about the methodol gy that is used to c mplete 1hi. 
project and reasons for choosing this particular methodology. This chapt r will als 
cover further discussion about the overview of each phase in the dcvcl pmcnt lif y I . 
Besides this, this chapter will includes proposal f development t L 
reasons for selecting them. 
3.2 System Process Model 
Validate Requirements 
Maintenan e Requirement 
Analysi 
................................................................................................. 
~ .. 
---:-----" . 
<, ··> 
Verify De ign 
Unit lruegrati n 
, Testing 
Program 
Deign 
ding 
A software process model is an abstract representation of a software pr .. As ftwarc 
model is used to demonstrate the software devcl pm nt pha: s in th . oftw ire 
development life cycle to the developer and als the custom ft war' 
model for this project i shown in igure, and it is nam d as Vsmod I. ding 
phase forms the point of the V, with analy i and design phases on the left tc ting and 
maintenance phases on the right. V model is a tually a variation of Wat rfall mod I 
which demonstrate how the testing activities are rclat d t the analy i and de ign 
phases. Details of each phases is discu ed as below: 
• Requirements Analy i 
The sy tern ervice , n traint and g als are e tabli hed with ystern u er . 
They are th n defin d in d tail and . .rvc a· a sysr im sp · ifi citi n. Maj r 
activitic that inv Jved are r quir mcnt . tudie data gathering and data analysis. 
r e 'ample . yst m d v lop ·r mu. t have a well under. landing n the 
cu tamer'. requirement by . tudying and b crving their c ci ting pcrati n 
y. tern, and anal ze on the II ted lata. The important ut me will be an 
a urat sy: t em r quir rn 'Ill. p • ifi ati n. 
• y tern J) ign 
The tern d • ign pro es partiti n. the r quir m ·nts I ·ith r liar lwarc r 
. ft ar · s st .m ·. Jt ·~tallish ·s erall s st •111 ill hit ·tur '. uu 1111 • ·hart' ill 
b used in s11u·t111i111 111· s stern x modules and n '" elt111t 111i1hl h· u:-;·d 11 
d 'I i 'I th il'si 11 < pr · lirrnl I ·wils. I •si I •s thi:.;, clHlill as· d ·si •11 will I • d< 11 • 
in this pha, · ton. h11it , Ht la ti rwl h-H I i 1 11 arn \ ill ht• Wit' I in th• It [d ·111 
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design of SQL server 2000 database. Interface design is also part of the system 
design. Interface prototypes will be built using Visual Studio.Net. 
• Program Design 
Program design is the phase where the developers have to translate all th· 
functional requirements into the practical solutions. Program is designed based 
on the selected tools. Good program design wi11 help the programmers to build 
an organized coding structure. With good planning, it will lead developers to 
build a robust ystem in the future. 
• Coding 
During this stage, the software design realized as a set of program or program 
units. cripting language u h a JAVA script, /\ P.N T and llTM arc the 
main languages u ed to develop the system. Visual tudio.Net is the proposed 
web authoring tool that will be used to create web form while SQL erver 2000 
will be used to develop the databa e of the system. 
• Unit Integration and Te ting 
Unit and integration te ting addres es the correctnes: f pr grams and verify the 
program desi n. Tc ting will be done l y the. y tern dcvel 1 'rt cnsur · that the 
program are free of errors and run correctly. Programs units which are 
cornpl t Iy te ted will be int grated int the sy: t .m. 
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• System Testing 
After completed unit integration and testing phase, all program units will b 
integrated to complete the actual system. Testing wi11 be done n the ornpl C\t 
system. System testing should verify the system design, making . ur that all 
system design aspects are correctly implemented. This will ensure the logic 
design of the system is correctly implemented and the data flow of the system is 
running correctly. 
• Acceptance Testing 
Acceptance testing which is conducted by the customer validates the 
requirements by associating a te ting with each element of the pecification, Thi 
stage is important because it en ures that the system which is going to be 
delivered meets all the cu tamer requirements and will be accepted by the 
cu tomer. After the system is fully tested, the final stage of the development is 
the system implementation. The sy tern will be implemented on its target 
software and hardware requirements. The whole system will be revising to 
uncover the necessity to add further enhancement. 
• Operation and Maintenance 
N rrnally (alth u h n t ne cs. arily) this i. the long st life-cycle 1 hasc. The 
y tern is in tailed and put into practical u . Maintenan e inv Ives c rrecting 
error which were n t di. 
irnpl em ·ntali n s st •111 units and .nhun .inu th· s 1s1 ·111 s s ·1 i · ·s as 11 ·w 
requirem 111s ar Iisc > e11d. 
3.3 Development Tools 
3.3.1 Operating System: Microsoft Windows 2000 Server 
Reasons for choosing Microsoft Windows 2000 Server: 
• Lower total cost of ownership 
• Networking and communication services 
• Easier to use and manage 
• Industrial-strength reliability and highest level of security 
• Integrated administration tools 
• Stable 
3.3.2 Database Management System - Microsoft SQL erver 2000 
Reasons for choosing Microsoft SQL 2000 Server: 
• SQL Server provides powerful and eatable support for large databa c and 
complex queries. 
• Features provided by SQL Server ensure easy-to-use for database 
administrators in building, managing and deploying business application . 
• The data transformation services make it easy to import, exp rt and 
tran form heterogeneous data using OLE Database, pen atabase 
onnectivity (ODB ) or text- nly files. 
3.3.4 Development Web erver - Microsoft Internet Jn formation erver 
Rea on for ch o in Mier s ft Intern 'l Information. .rv 'I' JIS): 
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• Internet Information Services (JIS) is the Windows component that makes it 
easy to publish information and bring business applications to the Web. 
• IIS makes it easy for you to create a strong platform for n twork 
applications and communications. 
3.3.5 Development Language - ASP.NET 
Reasons for choosing ASP.NET: 
• Better Language Support 
• Programmable Controls 
• Event Driven Programming 
• XML Based Components 
• User Authentication, with Accounts and Roles 
• Higher calability 
• Increa ed Performance - ompiled ode 
• Easier onfigurat ion and D ployment 
()J 
3.4 Chosen Platform, Web Server, Database and Tools 
The outline of software tools that need to be configured into the developer mput r and 
server is stated as below: 
Description Software 
Three-tier Client Server 
Microsoft Windows 2000 Server erver side operating system 
Microsoft ASP.NET Programming language 
W b erver 
Microsoft SQL erver 2000 Databa e , erver 
Table 3.1: ho en platf rm, web server database, and dcvcl prnent tools 
3.5 Summary 
Thi chapt r explain d n the cl' ted . Itwarc m d I f r thi: pr je t, whi h i th· V- 
model. h utlin f h . en platf rm w ib . rver, data ase, and d 'V 'I prnent t L is 
al o )early tated. 
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CHAPTER 4: SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
4.1 Introduction 
A good software development practice starts with a good undcrstandin on th 
customer's or user's requirements and a good system analysis. Well undcrs tandin n 
user's requirements will lead the software development pro cs. tick on the right track 
from the beginning and achieve its goals in the end. /\ cording to Kendall & Kendall a 
requirement is a feature of the system or the dcscripti n of omcthing that the y tern i 
capable of doing in order to fulfill the system's purpose. Requirements are to be defined 
according to two categoric , which are the functional requirement and the non- 
functional requirement . 
4.2 Requirement Analysi 
The sy tern requirement needs be draft ut t pr vidc a gui lclinc to the sy tern 
developers when dcvcl ping a y tern. Theref re the requirement analysis need lo 
cover the area of functional requir mcnt and non-fun tional requirement of the 
Que tion Bank. 
4.2.1 Functional Requir mcnts 
A fun ti nal requir 111 'lit de. ribcs an int .ra ti n between the sys: .rn and its 
envir nrnent. It al des ribe. h the • yst ern h uld b shav · wh 'll 11 'll a 
.rtain tirnuli. The fun ·ti nal r .quirem •nts stat ·cl l 'low can I ' at ·g rizcd l 
three iistin 1 S' ·ti 11s hi h :11c /\111h1:11ti utiou : • ·1io11, Admiuixt ·r1-1/lnst1u rors 
'·ti nan I tu ll'nts S' ·1ion. 
). 
4.2.1.1 Authentication Section 
This section is responsible to communicate with users in getting p rs nnl 
information from users to proceed to the f II wing module. 
•:• Login Module 
i) Login 
- The login process is a vital to the ystem in order to protect its 
application and databa e from being acce sed by any out iders (it is 
limited to lecturer and student in Faculty of omputer cience and 
Information Techn I gy, Univer ity Malaya). 
- Only regi tered u ers can accc l the y tern. U ernarne and pa w rd 
are required during the I gin pr ccs . 
- U r will be d a tivat d after . uc c .. ful failed I gin. The user i. 
r quired t 
information. 
he k with the Adrnini trative ffice f r further 
ii) hange Pa word 
- tudcnts d n t hav the ri iht t chan ie th· u. ernarne and pas w rd a. 
th' uscrnarnc i th' m •tri number and passw rd is a ·tually the id ·ntity 
ard numb ir NRI 
nl lnstru t rs ha 'th) ri ht to .huuge th ir w; rnnme and 1 a •• word 
re 111 url for . · ·uri t 1 uq ns •. 
•:• Logout Module 
Every user of the system is asked to logout the sy tern in th followin 
conditions: 
i) session login has expired 
ii) before they want to leave the system 
Users are required to logout the systems for security purpo e. 
4.2.1.2 Instructor Section 
Instructors section involves all the register d lecturer 111 the faculty. 
Normally, a lecturer will be teaching more than one c urse at the same time. 
Lecturer in charge of a particular course ha t prepare te t r exam question 
for that cour e. 
·:· reate Que ti n 
This module all w. in tructor t er ate quc ti ns related t a particular 
cour e and add the question into the databa e. 
uc ti n will e areg rized ba cd n their type. and our, cs. 
A a tarter proje t, thi ystcrn will nly upp rt tw typ s f quc: lion. 
whi h arc the bje Liv and multiple ch i · 
The · rr tan. w •r ha. I be pr vidcd on 'a qucsti n i real d. 
Le 'I f auth rit 1 can be. t f r ·a h qu stion. 
•:• Compose a Test /Exarn 
Instructors can compose tests or exams by selecting the exi: tin qu tions 
from the database regarding to a particular curse. 
Total question from each question type have t be lcarly stat d. 
Question can be selected manually or randomly pi k d by th 
itself from the system's database. 
Total score and duration for each exam has to be set. 
For security purpose, authentication will be needed when the Instructor 
want to submit the test (which ha been compo ed) to the system. 
•:• Activate Test/Exam 
Thi module allow in truer r to activate a test or an exam s that the 
exam will be valid and available t the student in a certain p ri d. 
The pecific date and time whi h the exam will be activated is required. 
Authentication i needed when the In tructor activate a test or exam. 
•:• Bar student fr rn itting th tc t/cxarn 
Thi module all w the in tructor t bar a tudent fr rn entering the e am 
f r certain rea n .. 
The in. tru tors .an .hun e the. tudcnt's status that the stud int will be 
unqualifi d l take th .xum. 
·:· Vi .w .rnll ;111d indi idual exam 1 'Stilts 
lnstru 't rs xm iev th· o euill 1 ·suits f rat ·st or ' am in this modul •. 
They can also view individual performance in an exam. 
4.2.1.3 Students Section 
•:• Take Assessments Module 
Students who get the perrnissi n from the instru tor an tak th t st r 
exam when it is activated by the in tructor. 
The students will be timed and if they xit the duration t for the exam, 
they will have the 'Incomplete' tatus recorded in their records and saved 
in the system's database. 
A student can sit for the same exam for maximum 2 time only. 
·:· View Re ult Module 
A tudent can chc k the exam re ult nlinc by using this sy tem. 
They can view their own re ult in an exam 
•:• View Answer Module 
The rr t an. w rs f r the questi n, in ·111 exam may I r ilea: ed aft r 
the exam d pend on the In truct r. 
The in tru t r ha the right not t upl ad th answer be au. c thi will 
redu .c thc r u ability f th' qucs ti n: in the future .. 
4.2.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
A non-functional requirement or constraint describes a restriction on th sy. t m 
that limits choices for constructing a solution to the problem. These onstraints 
usually narrow the selection of language, platform or impl rn ntati n t hniquc 
and tool. 
• Reliability 
The application system should be reliable and shall not cause unnecessary and 
unplanned downtime or the overall environment. A y tern i aid to have reliability 
if it does not produce dangerou or costly failure when it i u ed in a rea onable 
manner, that i , in a manner that a typical u er i n rrnal, 
• U er Interface 
The y tern sh uld apply the raphi al U. r Interface ( UI) approach for etter 
visual effect t the user. The usage f suitable and m aning full captions and i ns 
help the user. t u e the y tern with more confidence . 
• fficiency 
Effi iency i under t od a. th ability f a pr cc s pr dure t be called r 
a c .. cd unlirnit id t pr du c . irnilar p rf rman · out mes al an a cptable or 
er dibl . pe .d. ffi in web-uppli ation term, wei his m re t wards the 
rk in clif .rent 1111 .tion s1 e .ds v hile rnuintninin • a erluin 
' that an h ·a· t'j 1 'cl b its us •i.. 
, y, t m s al ilit l 
• Modularity 
Modularity is a key factor in good program designing. The working of th syst cm 
was broken into modules so that distinct functions of objects could be is lat d fr m 
one another. Modularity of program module is applied from th beginning a thi 
will lead to easy modification in future. Other shell module an b mbin d or 
joined easily too. 
• Security 
Security is a very important a peel for the Question Bank. Any pos ible security 
breach would mean failure to the system. The proposed y tern must posses the best 
ecurity mea ure to minimize the ri k f data exp ure t unauthorized people. 
• Maintainability 
Maintainability i the ea e with whi h a pr gram can be corrected if an err r is 
encount red, adapted if it envir nment change 
de ires a change in it requirement . 
r enhanced if the customer 
4.3 Development Requirements 
4.3.1 Development side hardware requirements 
The hardware requirements for the system's development environment ar "tat d 
in Table 4.1 below: 
Processor IBM compatible PC with a Pentium 2 proc s or or high r. 
Memory 192 RJ\M or higher (256 RAM recommend d). 
Hard Disk 3.5 GB of hard disk space or higher. 
Monitor SYGA or other compatible monitor. 
Input devices Keyboard, mouse or other compatible pointing device . 
Others -Modem and Network Card 
-Printer 
Table 4.1: cvel pmcnt : ide hardware requirement 
4.3.2 Development idc software requirements 
The software requirement f r the sy tern' dcvcl pment envir nment are lated 
in Table 4.2 below: 
Authoring Tool Mier ft Visual tucr.N ,T 
Operating y tern 
srver 2000 Databa e erver 
crvcr 
Web Browser Mir soft Internet · 
Development Langua re 
ab! .2 elopm ·11t side softw.u · requirement 
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4.4 Client-Server Requirements 
4.4.1 Client System Requirements 
For the client side, it is recommended that a reasonable am unt of RAM L 
available, as well as a good internet connection. The rccornm nd d softv ar 
configuration will be at least 64 RAM, minimum 5 MB hard di a Window 
2000 Professional or Windows XP Professional operating system and Jnternet 
Explorer 6.0 as the web brow er. 
4.4.2 Server System Requirements 
A minimum of 128MB RAM is recommended but J 92MB RAM will be more 
appropriate. Implementation of QL erver in a pr ducti n environment needs at 
lea t a Pentium III 80 Hz, fa ter proces r and m r rnern ry pace f r better 
performance. Hard di c requirement is al lea t 10 
hardware peripherals. 
together with other 
4.5 Summary 
In thi chapter the fun tional and 11 n-Iun ti nal requirement f uc. ti n Bank are 
explained in great derailed. The ju tifi alien f system s Itwar and hardwar 
requirement f r de elopment . ide lient . ide and er er . ide arc al clearly d fin .d 
and lated. 
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Chapter 5: System Design 
5.1 Introduction 
System Design is a phase of transforming the system rcquircm ntR t solutions or. stern 
characteristic. As stated in Chapter 4, V-model is the selected methodology f r Ou tion 
Bank. The requirements for system are regarding to the analysis that had been discussed 
in the previous chapter. System design includes the foll wing is ues: 
System Architecture Design 
System Functionality Design 
User Interface Design 
Databa e De ign 
5.2 System Architecture 
The Questi n Bank will be using a three-tier f rrnati n. The on cptual architecture f 
the three-tier application applie when w plit an appli ati n acr s three tiers arc split 
into three logical component f the application: u er interface, computational logic and 
data torage. In reality the thre -ti r Web appli ati ns generally c nsis t f a Web 
browser for the u r int rfa c a W b crv r c nne tcd t a "middle tier" appli ati n, 
and a per i tent t re that i, frequently a rclati nal databa .. 
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Initialize 
Request ASP.N .,T 
Rcsu JtSct'-------' 
Client 
Result 
HTML 
Wrapper 
Figure 5.1: System architecture for Question Bank 
The main purpo e of having three-tier architecture is to a ign main functionality to each 
tier to en ure no function overlapped. ifferent people could handle each tier using 
different language . Th refore, whenever there is rr r r , y. tern fault ccurs, the 
problem can be detected and fixed ea ily without interfering with ther tier. 
7. 
5.3 Program Design 
During program design phase, developer wiJI transform all the requircrn nts into an 
organized picture of the system functionality and data flow Figures. J\ g d an 
structured program design will lead to a robust system. 
5.3.1 System Functionality Design 
System functionality design is based on the sy tern requirements lated in 
Chapter 4. It translates the system requirements into sy tern functionality. This 
design focuses on the system structure de ign and data flow de ign. The 
Question Bank is divided into two components, Jn tructor and tudent. Each of 
them ha different acce to the y tern. Figure 5.2 how the structure chart of the 
y, tern. 
Que tion Bank 
I 
I I 
In tructor tu dent 
igure 5.2: tru ture chart f r uesti n Bank 
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5.3.1.1 Instructor 
Instructor is referred to all the lecturers in Faculty of ornput r 1 n and 
Information Technology (F SIT). Instructors will have the right to and 
add, view and edit questions in the uc. ti n Bank, ornp nlin xam, 
activate online exam, grant student right t , it f r nline xarn and i 
overall and individual results. Figure 5.3 show the Instructor ntity and th 
related modules. 
Objective 
Multiple 
choices 
Instructor 
Individual exam 
r • ult 
·rail ' am r ults 
rant tudent to sit 
f r exam 
xarn 
- A tivate xam 
n elected date 
and time 
- ba: ed n tudcnt' 
attendan e (> 80%) 
View Re. ulls 
l·i ut · 5. : Jn. tru ·t rs mo lul 'S 
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5.3.1.2 Student 
All students (undergraduates and postgraduates) in F IT are n: id red as 
the registered users for the ystcm. tudcnts are able to sit for an nlin 'am 
with the permission from the lecturers. rudcnt arc also ab! t vi w th ir 
own results online. They can also view the orrcct ans w r. for a parti ular 
test if the answers are uploaded by the In tructor. Figure 5.4 shows the ntity 
and the related modules. 
Students 
ment 
- View exam 
an wcr that 
rel a d by the 
le lurer 
it f r nlinc 
exam 
Only all wed t 
repeat an exam 
once. 
View Result 
- View individual 
exam result 
View An wer 
igure 5.4: tudcnt m dule 
5.3.2 Data Flow Figure 
Data Flow Figure (DFD) is used to sh w the data pro e , e and fl ws in n 
system. DFD graphically depicts the overview of sy tern input , pr 
outputs of the sy tern (Kendall & Kendall, 1 C9). Figure 5.5 and i ur 5. 
the system data flow diagram. Table 5 .l below sh ws the de, ription f s ymb 
used in DFD. 
Component Description 
Data 
II 
D 
Data Flow 
Repre ent the fl w of data r inf rmati n f r ne object or 
another. 
Arr w den tes the direction f data fl w. 
Each data fl w is labeled with the name r detail f the 
inforrnati n repre ented. 
t re 
Id data I r a time within the ystem. 
rnpri c tw dir · t ti ns: 
Id ntifier inforrnati n 
cs ripti n f the data st r I 
ntity 
Any bj ct in th r al w rid f r ample p r, n, 
r 
'!al I• 5.l: I .s •1·i1 ti lll <l's 1111 Iii us· I in [JI 
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Create Questions 
Compose Exam Instructor 
Activate Exam 
Login 
0 
Questi n Bank >-3 
PJ 
5 
7'" 
(1) 
~ ~ (/) 
::0 (1) 
~ en en c: 8 
!ii (1) E?. 
View An: wcr tu dent 
nt t Fi urc of u •sti n ank Fi m·S. 
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New 
r-------Questions 
Instructors 
Username 
password 
Cl) 
0 
[ 
0 
0. 
Create 
Questions 
Ouestions with 
correct answers 
D3 ucsiions 
2 
3 
xarn Compo c 
Exam 
4 
Activate 
Exam 
Selected question 
exam comp scd 
7 
View 
Result 
Activated 
Date& 
Time 
6 
5 
rant 
tu dent 
I . it f r 
exam 
re or 
Take 
Assessment 
All iudcnts' 
Re ult 
in 
5 R .sulis 
Individual 
result 
8 
View 
C/l individual 0 
(;" result n 
8. 
VI 5" ;: !!! 
0. 2 0 
;?. 0 VI. 
C/l ... VI VI. 
E:i ~ "C ;: 
VI 0 s c. 
tudcnts 0 ~· )< 5· i:.> 
3 :::> 
Stud 'nls 
' '111[1111 c'• puss\ ml 1-~--------~~- -------------~--- 
5.4 Database Design 
A database is a self-describing collection f integrated rec rds and databas t 
was developed largely to overcome the limitations of file processing systems. araba - 
processing programs call the Databa e Management ystcrn (DBM ) t r at a 
modify and update the stored data. 
The main objective of database design is to make ure that data is available when the 
user wants to use it. Apart from that, the accuracy, con istency and integrity of data must 
be assured from time to time, to provide efficient data torage a well as efficient 
updating and retrieval, to reduced data duplicati n, and ea ier repre entation of the 
users' perspectives. 
In 1976, Peter hen had introduced the use I the entity-rclati nship rn del ( -R Model). 
An -R igure c main: many entitle many differ nt type f relati ns, and nurner u: 
attributes. The benefit f ntity R lati n hip m d ling arc rncnti ned cl w: 
]. Databa ne d t d , igncd and ntity relati n: hip ( R) m deling is 
an aid t cl sign. 
11. An R model i a graphi al repre: cntati n f the sy: t m and i a hi h- 
n eptual data m del. 
ni. upp rt. a us 'r's p'r 'pli n of Iata an I is ind 'I endent f th· parti ulur 
MS and hard' er · platf rm. 
8() 
5.4.1 Data Dictionary 
A database is self-describing: it contains, in addition to the user' • ur data a 
description of its own structure. This description is caIJed a data dictionary (als all d a 
metadata). Data dictionary defines the field, field type and des ripti n f a h tabl . 
5.4.1.1 Lecturers, Students, Course 
Database Name: QB 
Table Name: USER LEC MSTR 
Primary Key: ULM~LOGIN_NM 
Description: Lecturers' details 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE SIZE NULL- DES RIPTION 
ABLE 
ULM_LEC NO UJN N 
HAR2 ]5 N 
HAR2 JS N 
HAR2 100 N 
Databa e Name: 
Table Name: U R TUD M TR 
Primary Key: U M_=-MATRI N 
Description: Student 'detail 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE JZE NULL- DE RIPTION 
AB ~ 
UIN N 
10 N 
12 N 
JOO N 
50 y 
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Database Name: QB 
Table Name: COURSE MSTR 
Primary Key: CS_CODE 
Description: Courses' details 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE SJZE NULL- DESCRJPTION 
ADLE 
CS_COURSE_ID UIN JO N System aut g n rat d 
course'. I 
CS CODE NVARCHAR2 10 N Course's code 
CS NAME NAVRCHAR2 ]2 N Cour e's name 
CS DESCRIPTION NAVRCHAR2 JOOO y Dcscripti n about the course 
Database Name: QB 
Table Name: STUD COURSE DETAIL 
Primary Key: SCD_AUTO_N - 
Description: Relation between student and their c urse . 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE SIZE NULL- DE RIPTION 
ABLE 
NUM R N generated 
JO N 
N _JD 
] 
Databa e Nam : Q 
Table Name: LEC_COUR E_ ETAlL 
Primary Key: L AUT N 
Descripti n: Relati-n b tween Jc turcr: and their ur. e . 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE JZE NULL- D~ RIPTJON 
ABLE 
L 1J _;. UTO _N UlN 
10 N 
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5.4.1.2 Questions 
Database Name: QB 
Table Name: QUESTION MSTR 
Primary Key: QM QUEST ID 
Description: Question Statements and details 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE SIZE NULL~ DESCRIPTION 
ABLE 
*QM QUEST ID INT N 
QM QUEST NVARCHAR 2000 N Question 
QM_CHAPTER INT y Chapter 
QM TYPE NVARCHAR 50 N Objectives or Multiple 
Choices 
QM OPT ONE NVARCHAR 2000 N Option one 
QM OPT TWO NVARCHAR 2000 N Option two 
M OPT THREE NVARCHAR 2000 N Option three 
QM OPT FOUR NVARCHAR 2000 N Option four 
QM ANS LONG Answer in string, 
eg:lOOl,1100 
QM LEC ID INT N ULM LEC NO 
QM COURSE ID NVARCI-IAR 50 N CS COURSE JD 
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5.4.1.3 Exam 
Database Name: QB 
Table Name: EXAM MSTR 
Primary Key: EM EXAM ID 
Description: Exam Detail - 
FIELD NAME DATA SIZE NULL- DESCRIPTION 
TYPE ABLE 
EM_EXAM JD UIN - N System auto generated exam's - lD 
EM_EXAM NM Nvarchar 50 N Exam's name 
EM_OBJ Number 4 N Total objective question 
elected. 
EM_MTPL Number 4 N Total multiple choices question 
selected. 
EM_ATV DT Date time 8 y Exam activated date 
EM ATV TM Nvarchar - y Exam activated time 
EM EXP DT DateTime 8 y Exam expired date 
EM_DURATION Float 8 N Duration fan exam 
EM_STATUS Nvarchar 50 N By default= 'Inactivate', Activated, Executed, Expired 
EM COURSE NO Number - N = CS COURSE ID 
EM LEC JD Number - N =ULM LEC NO 
Database Name: QB 
Table Name: EXAM QU ST "'TAI 
Primary Key: EQD_AUTO_U) 
Description: Exam and elected que tion 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE IZE NULL- DESCRIPTION 
ABLE 
N 
N equence/ rder number f a 
questi n in aiest/e am 
N =EM b-XAM JD - - 
N =QM_QUE T _JD 
EQD_AUi _JD UIN 
EQD_QUEST_N NUMB R 
R 
R 
Database Name: QB 
Table Name: EXAM STUD DETAILS 
Primary Key: ESD AUTO NO 
Description: Relationships between exam and candidates and their re ults. 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE SIZE NULL- DESCRIPTION 
ABLE 
ESD_AUTO_NO UIN - N System auto generated record's ID 
ESD_STATUS NVARCHAR 50 y By default = New After submitting the answer = 
Complete 
ESD SCORE NUMBER 4 y Total score for the exam taken 
ESD_STUD NO NUMBER - N =USM STUD NO 
ESD EXAM ID NUMBER - N =EM EXAM ID 
Database Name: QB 
Table Name: XAM TUD AN W ~R 
Primary Key: ESA_AUTO_N 
Description: Relation hip between exam and candidate and their an wer 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE SIZE NULL- DE 
RIPTION 
ABLE 
ESA_AUTO NO UIN N 
ESA_AN WER NYAR HAR 50 y 
ESA NUMBER 4 
y xarn 
RD NUMB R 4 N 
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5.5 Graphical User Interface Design 
User Interface Design establishes the layout and interacti n mechanism for human- 
computer interaction. It is built by taking into consideration of user friendlin ss of th 
said interface which can be further divided into: 
• Ease of use 
• Consistency 
• Performance 
The interface will be created in such a way that makes user feels surfing the system is a 
rich and rewarding ystem. The following figure (Figure 5.8) illustrates the ba ic layout 
of main page of the Que tion Bank. Wherea , Figure 5.9 is the proposed system 
interface. 
Question Bank banner and logo 
Personalized 
Selected Page 
Link 
Layout 
tutus Bur 
Fi iure 5.8: I usi la out f u ·slic 11 Bank 
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fSC!T: Quest~oti\ Bank 
/... I .: User Login :. 
FSCIT Queucn Bank enables 
the exam system lo be accessed 
al anytime, anywhere. 
Us r Name: 
Password: 
Please login with the correct 
user name and password. 
Forget password? 
Best View with 800 x 600 Resolution 
Figure 5.9: Proposed system interface (login page) 
5.6 Expected Outcome 
Web-based Question Bank is expected to achieve the f II wing utcorne: 
1. A web-ba ed repository for storing te tor exam questi ns m re. y. t matically. 
2. Question tored in the sy t m an be easily viewed, edited or us d t ornpo c 
test r xarn. 
3. Act as an nline earn nter for a ully of mputer i 'nee and Inf rrnati n 
T chn I y. 
Th s st em a11 aut .orrc t te: tor' am and g ·11 ·r·1t • r ·suits for all stud'nls. 
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5. Results can be viewed and thus help lecturers in analyzing overall and individual 
performance. 
6. The system should be scalable and can be enhanced easily in th futur . 
5.7 Summary 
Chapter 5 presents the system design for Web-based Question Bank. It gives an 
overview of the architectural design, interface design and data dictionary. The chapter 
concludes with the expected outcome from Web-based Question Bank. 
Chapter 6: System Implementation 
6.1 Introduction 
System implementation is the process of converting the systems requirements and sys tern 
designs into workable program codes. Therefore, the implementation of Question Bank i 
based on the requirement specification. The process involved installing Microsoft SQL 
Server 2000 together with MSDE, Internet Information Server (IIS), Visual Studio.NET 
and .NET Framework SDK vl.l, following by the coding and programming process, 
debugging process and finally testing phase. The system was built on individual module 
first, and the modules are integrated to form the complete system. 
This chapter will explain the coding methods, technique , important cripts involved in 
the development or implementation of Questi n Bank as well as the functions or effects 
that produced by these methods or scripts. 
6.2 Coding Approach 
The proposed system is devel ped u: ing b th structural and modular pr gramming where 
some module are mpleted u ing t p-d wn approach and thers arc c mpleted u ing 
bottom-up approach. 
tru tural pr grarnming • tends th· prin ipl 'S g verning stru .tured d 'Si n I th' writing 
of the program. It is al, bas d on th prin .ipl ·s of th' modularization that follows from 
the l p-d wu d 'I pm •11t. Stru tur is a rn uho 1 of or inuizin 1 and · din 1 pr irum that 
simplifies ntr I path , that th pm rn111 an t ·asil 1111d . to d and rn difi d. 
Structure programming reduces complexity created when program jump forward and 
backward to other parts of the program, obscuring the logic and fl w f the pr zrarn. 
Modular programming is defined as breaking the application into well-defined logi al 
and manageable modules. By breaking the programming part, the bottom-up approach 
reduces the complexity of the system as well as making the development much easier. 
Sub modules are first developed, integrated later into larger modules only when all the 
sub modules have been tested to be working and functioning as required. The process 
will continue and ends when the overall system is modeled. 
The Question Bank is divided into a few module , according to their functionality, and 
these modules were developed individually and integrated later to f rm the complete 
system. 
6.3 Coding Principles 
Good programming practice en. ure the system c nsistency, maintainability and 
readability. It also enables the system to be enhanced and expanded in the future. everal 
coding principle ar applied in the. y. tern implemcntati n. 
• Indenting, f rmatting and 
code' readability. 
Using a variable naming 
mrnenting the de help to increase the program 
• n eniion · nsist .ntly 111 rease the pro irarn: 
and maintuiuubilit . 
• sina sub f1111 ·ti n at th' od • h .hind in .ludc fil · and us ir · ntrol (Iilc.ascx 
to allow certain procedures available to many ASP.NET files and fTML 
page. It eases the messy work of correcting all A P.N ~T page wh n makin 
changes on the procedures. This ensures the system maintainability. 
6.4 Development of Question Bank 
6.4.1 Database Implementation 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 is the backend for the Question Bank. It hosts the 
Question Bank database which is the data source for the whole application. The 
database is built according to the system requirements as described in the system 
design. 
Manipulating data in the databa e is the m t crucial part in ucsti n Bank 
development, a it involve a J t of data tran action and processing, for example, 
inserting new data into the database, updating the data and retrieving the data 
from the databa e. ADO.NET (data access trategy) has been used to manipulate 
the data stored in SQL erv r 2000. ADO.NET contain many cla , es that ease 
the proces of building dynamic web appli ation. 
In J\D .N T, diff r nt type I database ha to be ac e , ed using its own data 
pr vider . A data provid r in the .N "'T frarnew rk serv s as a bridge bctw n an 
appli ation and a data s ur e. J\ data pr vid 'r is u. .d t r tri 'V' data fr rn a data 
s ur and t re on ii • t that data ha k to Ill data sour '. in .e th· 
ir ir data I ro id ·rs nl talk, 10 Mi '10. oft. erver .rsion 7 r hi her, it's 
optimized and extremely fast. Thus, SOL Server has been used as the data 
provider for the FSS database. This provider is located in the ystcm. ata. I' b 
namespace and provides classes for w rking with QL , crvcr 7.0 ( r lat r) 
databases. It contains the 01.eDb.OleDb onnection, Olcd ornmand 
OledbDataReader and OleDbDataAdapter, OlcdbTransaction, OleDbDataReader 
and other classes. 
In order to access to the database, connection need to be created between the 
application and the Question Bank (QB) database. For this project, database 
connection string wa specified in the Web. onfig file. Thi eliminates the need 
to include the connection string in every code behind page. The teps below show 
how to u e the onnection bject to build the nne tion t the databa e. 
l. Specify the connection string in the Web.Config file 
2. Import the name pace and create a new database connection 111 the code 
behind page. 
<appSettings> 
<add key="dbconn" valu ="Provider=SQLOLEDB;DataSource=localhost;Initial 
Catalog=QB; user Id=sa; password=sql2003"/> 
</appS t ngs> 
Figure 6.J: arabase nnccti n tring 
The object-oriented programming technique has been applies to during the sys t m 
implementation. A namespace called "QB" has been creat d. la ses and 
functions can be created inside the QB namespace and an obj ct can be created in 
any parts of the programming to call and reuse the object in the QB namespace. 
Imports System.IO 
Imports System.Text 
Namespace QB 
Public class ... 
End Namespace 
Figure 6.2 reating a namespace 
The class DBCom i declared in the QB namespace. It contain all the classes 
contained in System.Data.Oledb. 
Public Class DBCom 
Private gcnConn As oleDb.OleDbConnection 
Private gcmCom As Ol Db.01 DbCommand 
Private gdapDa As OleDb.OleDbDataAdapter 
Private gtraRec As OleDb.OleDbTransaction 
Private gdrdR ad As Ol Db.01 DbDataReader 
Privat gds As oats t Private gstrConn As String= configurationSettings.AppS ttings("dbconn') 
Private gstrSQL As String 
Privat lngLoop As Long 
End class 
The ConnDB function is al o created in the B narncspacc s 
not need to rewrite he syntax in the code behind f r ~ h rim a t1'W nn ti n is 
established. 
Private Function ConnDB() As Boolean 
ConnDB =True 
Try 
If gcnConn Is Nothing Then 
gcnConn =New OleDb.OleDbConnection(gstrConn) 
gcnConn.Open() 
End If 
Catch exp As Exception 
Return False 
End Try 
Function End 
igure un ti n 1111 ) t f r new data a e nne ti n 
The xccut fun ti n i. u ed ut th L. tat mcnt and pcrf rm the a ti n 
required by the tat mcnt f re rarnplc inscrtin data, dcl ting data updating data 
or r trieving data. 
n 
Public Function Ex cut (ByV 1 ps rSQL A S ring) A Bool n 
Ex cu 
Try 
=Tue 
ConnDB() 
gcmCom =New OleDb.OleDbComm nd 
g raR c • gcnConn. g nTr n c ion 
gcmCom.Tr n c 'on g R c 
on 
l·x • ·ut i Iun tio11' iilll'll in 
The codes below will show h w to use the bjcct t all the las and run tion 
written in the namespacc. 
D~m objDcom As New QB.DBCom 
Dim strSQL, strSQLl As String 
strSQL = usELECT *FROM USER STUD MSTRu 
objDcom.Execute(strSQL) - - 
Figure 6. T cxe ute a tatcm nt 
A ledbDataReader can be u ed t read and retrieve a certain value fr m the 
data a e .. A sample c ding i h wn as el w. 
Public Fune ·on G Rad (ByV p rSQL A S ng) A 
OleDb.Ol DbDataReader 
Try 
ConnDB() gcmCom =New 01 ob.01 DbComm nd(ps SQL, gcnConn) 
gdrdR ad• gcmCom.Ex cuteRe der(CommandBehavior.Clos Conn c ion) 
Return gdrdRead 
Catch exp As Exception 
Return Nothing 
Finally 
DisConn () 
End Try 
End Fune on 
B Narnespa ' 
Dim SQL A 
D'm drdR d r AS 01 Db. l DbD 
Dim SQL A S r'ng strSta us •"SELECT ESD_STATUS FROM EXAM_STUD_D TA LS WllERE" & 
"ESD_STUD_NO '3'" 
r( OL) drdR d r 
If d D 'l'J\'l'U ") 
Besides the data reader objects, the ala ct bje t i al. o us d in databn: ' 
manipulation. Unlike the data reader, command, and connc tion bj ts that nr 
discussed above, datasets are n l data pr vidcr-d pendent. Th atnS t i. a 
memory-resident repre entation f data that provide. <l nsi t nt r lational 
programming regardless f the data ourcc. I\ data adapter i an obj t that 
handles the proce f filling the ala cl with data fr ma databa c. 
Public Function FillDs(ByVal pstrSQL As String) As Dataset 
Try 
Dim ds As New Dataset 
ConnDB() gdapDa =New Ol Db.01 DbDa aAdap r(p rSQL, gcnConn) 
gdapDa.Fill(ds, "tabl ") 
gdapDa.Oispose() 
Return ds 
C ch 
Re UlO No hing 
Finally 
DisConn() 
End Try 
End Function 
6.4.2 odin Implern ntation 
6.4.2.1 W b f rm int rfa 
A web f rm i an .a, p pa that ntain mainly th HTM d with 
mbinati n f A P.N pment stag' f 
111 11 iii ' an I .r at i 11 111 u It i p I ' \ f rrns, For • ·am1 I" drop down list 
te , i<ll ·I a1 • th• 111 st • 111111 11 web 11t1 I · m] 11 ·111 us ·d in 
th' ' .b nus, sid • this, t1111:1 'I id ;111 I 1 ·1 ·:11 .r a1 • al.' us I l displn lh · 
s n atl an multi] ii 1 • and IJ • -vi w 
Bank 
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component are add on components used t enhan e the lay ut and int irfa ' 
design. Some sample coding are shown as below. 
The Tab component is applied in the AddTest.aspx web form, t u th r ab th 
component should be regi tered fir. t. h f II win stat m nt s h uld put at th 
top of the .apsx page. 
<%@Register TagPrefix="Mytab" Namespac •"Microsoft.W b.UI.W bControls" 
Assembly="Microsoft.Web.UI.WebControls, Version=l.0.2.226, Culture=neutral, 
PublicKeyToken=3lbf3856ad364e35" %> 
Figure 6.10 Regi ter the c mponent under Mi r ft.Web.UI.Web ontrol 
<mytab:t b trip id•"T bstripl" styl •"FONT-WEIGHT: bold" runat•"s rver" 
Targ tID•"Multil" s ul s yl •"bord r-bo omisolid lpx ~000000"> 
<MYTAB:TAB id•"tabl ft" T xt•"Obj ctiv S"></MYTAB:TAB> 
<MYTAB:TABSEPAAATOR D ul s yl •"width:2px;"></MYTAB:T1\BSEP7\MTOR> 
<MYTAB:TAB id•"tabright" T xt•"Multipl Choic s"></MYTAB:TAB> 
<MYTAB:TABSEPAAATOR DefaultStyl •"wid h:90%;"></MYTAB:TJ\BSEPARATOR> 
</mytab:tabstrip> 
<mytab:multipag id•"Multil" run •"s rv r" > 
<MYTAB:pag vi w id•" abObj"> 
II can put anything insid , da agrid, tabl, x box nd c. 
</MYTAB:p g vi w> 
<mytab: ag vi w id•" abMl "> 
II can pu any hing in id, d 
/my vi w> 
rid, ab OX nd C. 
</my b1mul > 
'I n m 1 I :i • dl':i 11 I ·rlap 'd n ia h t 
r du ' lht- numl 1 ()(' l I 1 ms nee I. 
Data grid is widely u ed in the systems, I r example, View'T st.aspx, 
ViewScore.aspx used the datagrid to display the sear h results. 
<asp:datagrid id="dgQuest" style•"BORDER-RIGHTi black hin solid; DOROER-TOP: 
black lpx solid; BORDER-LEFT: black lpx solid; BORDER-BOTTOMi bl ck hin olid" 
runat="server" Font-Names="Verdana" Font-Siz •"llpx" Widt.h•"lOOl!i" 
BorderStyle="Solid" BackColor="Azure" For Color•"Black" 
AutoGenerateColumns= ·false" Gr idLines• "None" AllowSorting•"Tru '' 
AllowPaging= "True" BorderColor•" H 04 04 O" Bord rWidth•" lpx" C llPadding•" 2" 
PageSize="lS" DataKeyField•"QM_QUEST_ID" C llSp cing•"2" 
AllowcustomPaging="True" ShowFooter="True"> 
<SelecteditemStyle Font-Size=''llpx" Font-Names="verdana•></SelecteditemStyle> 
<AlternatingitemStyle Font-Size="llpx" Font-Nam s•"v rdana" 
BackColor="Azure"></Alternatingit mStyle> 
<Itemstyle Font-Siz •"llpx" ront-N m s•"v rdan" Bord rStyl •"Solid" 
BorderColor="#404040" aackColor•"Azur "></ItemStyle> 
<HeaderStyl Font-Size•"llpx" Font-Nam s•"v rdan" Font-Bold•"True" 
HorizontalAlign•"C nt r" High •"lpx" ·or Color•"Whi 
BackColora"#6699ff"></Head rStyl > 
<Foot rStyl Font-Siz •"llpx" Fon-Nm s•"V rdana'' Fon -Bold•"Tru " 
BackColor•"LightBlu "></Foot rS yl > 
<Columns> 
<asp:TemplateColumn HeaderText="All"> 
<Head rStyl 
<Itemstyl 
HorizontalAlign•"C n r"></H ad rStyl > 
HorizontalAlign•"C nt r"></It mStyl > 
<It mT mpl t > 
<asp:CheckBox runat•"s rver" IDc"chkqu st"></aspi h ckDox> 
</It mT mplat > 
</asp:Templat Column> 
<asp:BoundColumn DataFi ld•"QM_QUEST_IO" SortExpr s ion•"QM_QUEST_ID" 
R adOnly•"Tru" Had rT x •"Ou IO"> 
</asp:BoundColumn> 
<a p:BoundColumn oa aFi ld•"QM QUEST" o 
H d rT x ···ou On"> 
</ p: oundColumn> 
/Column> 
la P1da grid> 
·1 •111 • :111d ti ·si 111 a Int 11'1 i I. u • . I , umpl 
.6.4.2.2 Processing Form Using ode Behind 
After designing and creating form using .aspx file, the next. rep i. to 1 r mm th 
code behind page. ode behind is the page that handles and ~ all th 
events triggered by the web erv r ntr Is su h a. button laiagrid dr pdov nli t 
and etc. Scripting delimiter <% %> have t be in er: d into HTML p ge for 
the erver- ide execution. The .a px web f rm and the .a px.vb d -b hind page 
is link by using a ingle line of code as shown in below: 
Figure .l 3 de That ink the .a: px Web rm and .a px.vb 
<%@Page Language•"vb" AutoEventWireup•"falsc" Codcb hind•"AddTest.aspx.vb" 
Inherits="QB.AddTest" %> 
Public Sub LoadDG() 
Dim objDcom 
Dim d As New Da 
D'm strSQL Ass ring 
strSQL ="Select* from 
ds = objDcom.FillDs(strSQL) 
If Not ds Is No hing Then 
If d .T bl s(O).ROW .Coun > 0 Th n 
dgR sul .DataSource • d .T bles(O).D f ultVi w 
dgResult.D taBind() 
Else 
dgR ul .0 Bind() 
lblMsg. Text • "No r cord found." 
End If 
End If 
End Sub 
l ()() 
6.5 Development Tools 
The basic development tools used to devel p he Question ank arc sh wn in th tab! 
below: 
Web Server ) 
Graphics Design T 
Microsoft crver 2000 
Operating System Microsoft Window XP 
Database Management ystem 
Web Authoring Tool Microsoft Visual tudio.NET 
Web Browser Mier 
6.6 Debuggin 
Debugging i the look for the incompletene 
f a program. It enable the 
developer to d te t the bug ur during th f the pr grams. 
Debugging help th dev I p r to fix the bug and err r bef re the y. t mi deli red t 
the u er. 
ebuggin 
fun ti n i 
arri d ut durin th d tv lopm nt r tumple on a 
.an a tuall d ·b11 i th· fun ·ti n 
fun ti nalit an I t t ist f r th· rr mess. Thi8 ill h ·11 I d ·t t th, 
be innin ta 'and r lu • th· risk f i th v h )I· s skill nilorc. 
] 01 
There are various types of errors that exist in the sy tern. his includ s mpilati n rr r, 
run-time error and logic error. Microsoft Visual tudi .N T t ol pr vid , th f atur - t 
identify the compilation error. and run-tim err r •. However, pr gramm rs n d to 
identify and locate the logic error by thcmselvc . • 
The debugger used for the development of Question Bank is the Micro oft Debugger and 
with the help f the Internet xplorer br w. er. During the debugging proce s, an 
'Intermediate Window' will appear at th tt m f th Vi ua!Studio.N T main window. 
This Intermediate Wind w 1 u. ef ul f r the developer t grab the value f a variable, or 
even the attribut fa mp nent su ha the data. t dr pd wn Ji. t and. n. 
A devel per an al dr p the reak p int tween the line f de , and pres 11 t 
see the code execut d line by line a rding l th ir equen c. hi will help the 
developer t under tand the I g1 fa pr ram an t ix the I gic error . 
The experi n e gain d durin in 
of the mm n rr r. • and als t fi th' bu eff ti 'IY. 
' m re awar 
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le\~ _,,,,,,- ·~ , : 1t;t 
F: (POQO Evor<s) 
The break 
point. 
ta.ck Then 
se e 1no 
.----_,[CT • rPOn COUR.I![ ftSTR Ill!ltR JOill" ' .. LIC_COVJ>.&t_DtTUU at COUR.l![_HSTR.cs_cooP.!t_ID • LtC_COURSt_otTULS. LCD_COlll\St_lD lNNtR JOill" ' . 
" USER LtC ll.5TR ell LtC COl1J>M DETULS.LCD LtC ID• USEJI. LIC MSTJl..ULH LECT ID" ' 
" WHIRt cu;IR_Ltc_nsTP.-:-uLn_L~rn_un • •• 7 :re;•1on("u••;:_10:':1 ' ••I OR~r.R-BT ca_°Coor• 
fl l lDdl (CbOCO•rt•, •ce ccne-, "CB COUJlet ID". oloJDCo-.O~ VI••(• re LI) 
cb0Courae.Deta81nd() - - - 
lttrlOi. 
illLICT 
It v1ewstotc ( "tnode .. , • "K" Tben 
Populote (vlevatete ( "Oueet J D"l) 
bA.dd.V1a1blt • reliie: 
bC&ncel.V)a)ble • ral•e 
HyperL1nk!.V181ble • ,., • 
cboCouree. Enabled • rel•e 
1~·11 
_tOUPll. IT>.ILI ON cou•11.•1TP.tt.tOU ... ID • UC tOUIJI OITUU Ltl>.tOU•n.l• , ..... JOIN vn•.Llt. 
igure .15 he debugging pr 
6.7 urnrnary 
hapter 6 ha di d 11 th din appr ding prin cipl • , and th d 
pin f 
the ue ti n ank a w JI a th ll t t u. I. urin 
f the 
n ank the data the data. ur et supp 
stern, Thew b r rm. are 
th int rfa ' d • ! n and )fl ut f the : st im hi h th' users 
an int era 't 
i II ut th· a tion r ·qu SI 
th, us r ·, and r .turn th· 
urpu; t th· 11. rs. in I 1 ''SS and It' lrni 111 •s' ·n· lil'i Uli.' .d in th · Ja. t part f 
this ha1 t r. 1111 1. an im1 1 wnt I r l'SS t< lis · v 
11 th· in' rn1pl ·t ·11 'SS and 
mi. tilk 1111 l dnrin' th• inir I ·111·1H1ti 11 ul lh · s .·t •111. 
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Chapter 7: Testing 
7.1 Introduction 
System testing is executed after ystem implcment·Hion. What v r that is impl .m nt d 
in the system should be tested thoroughly t ensure the sy. t m i r Jiabl ffici nt and 
meets the u er requirement . A .y tern which i. able t "d the right thing" and do the 
thing right" is considered a a good ystern. 
Tote ta ystern thor ughly, the irnple t path t f llow i y g ing through three main 
pha es, which are m dule re ting, integrati n t ting and y. t m te ting. All err rs r 
bug, di. vcr d durin th . e t • tin phase mu. t b . lvcd bcf re the y tern 1, 
de! ivered. he tc ting pr 
fr m the data use r din mu t be fi d and • J ed. I\ bu , free sy tern i. a reliable 
and efficient y tern whi h will ati fy th u r . 
7.2 Unit Te tin 
n ' aluatin indi idual rn dul . within a pr ram. I\ rn dule i 
ti n and input form arc v rifi d and the fl w fr m 
page t page i. t red fir. t. It i f JJ ing by the te. tin' f the r ilati n tw 'll pa cs 
Unit te tin 
and. har · I-data int· irit . 
nurni anal sis is us •d i11 th' unit t 'Sli11 . I 11111111i t ·:1 1 .quir · lh 111 dul t l , 
' · ut ·I 11 a ma .hin '. T rl this, - hit ·-1 l 1 ·stiur. i,· · 11 111 ·t ·I. Whit· bo · t ·sti111 i. 
J () 
a test case design method that uses the control structure of the procedural design to 
derive test cases. It can be conducted in parallel for multiple modules. 
The steps for unit testing are: 
1. Manually examine the code, review the codes and pick out the algorithm and 
syntax errors. Visual Studio.Net helps to identify the syntax errors by underlying 
the error in blue automatically. The error will also display in the task list when 
the solution is built. 
2. Comparing the codes with the specification defined and also with the system 
designs to ensure that all relevant cases and conditions are considered. 
3. Debug the code and eliminate remaining errors, mostly the logic errors. 
4. Develop test cases to show that the input is properly converted to the desire 
output. 
The following section discusses some of the module testing in details. 
1. Add New Question Module 
• The drop down list will only show the course taught by the instructor. 
The instructor can create two types of questions, either in objectives or 
multiple choices. 
Every question is provided with four options, and all are required fields that 
should be filled up by the lecturer. 
The answer hould be ticked before adding th questions into the database . 
• 
• 
• 
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• A que ti n's I will be gen rared aft r th' qu .ti n i: "'1\ cd md th 1 ~)m 
be displayed n the page. 
2. Add Te t Module 
• The lecturer can add ate t under a 
• The re t name, am unt f obj ctive qu lions and amount of multiple 
choices, and the duration f the t tare the required fields. 
• The lecturer can generate the t t by selecting the que tion manually from 
the data a e r let the y tern rand mly pi k ut the questi ns fr m the 
data a e. 
• Aft r the t t i av d a IC. t • I will c .ncrated and di play nth pag . 
7.3 Integration Te tin 
The int grati n te ting proce i carried ut after the unit le. tin) pr ess has '11 d n '. 
When the indi idual mp n nrs ar w 11 t . t d in th' unit t '.tin) pha: th du! 
th' • st m int rati n thi. ma au •• 
m unpredi d and un inic rari 11 t . tin i, a 
appr a h f r n. tru tin th' appli ati n hil ndu 'tin t '.ts un v r rror 
a iat d ith int rfcl .in f diff srent mp 11 nts r 1110 lul •s. 
Th· main b ·' ti ' ndu 'tin 1 i111 • uui n t ·1-ai11 i~ t d t ermine wh th ·r th· s 1'1 .m 
fl ' is xu re tan I 111 ·ct th I ·si 111 s1 c ·i i ·nti 11. or xum1 I', aft ·r 1 rin t th, .. t ·m 
l( 
what is the first step f r a lecturer t . ctup a re: t? H w L th 
Is the output presented rre t and me t the r quir m nts? 
rn·. 
Another objective i lo ensure that every modul in th m ar int grated correctly 
i w menu to link all the and link well. For example, the quc ti n bank u 
available page . 
a tr 
Be ide hi , integration t ting en ure that differ nt unit-te ted modules in the sy tern 
can functi n m thly t gcther and the I gi 
hared data u er privilcg and, urity. 
rre t. The major n ern here are the 
an c u d 
y tern, the ou m-Up appr ach i u ed. 
d th int rati 11 t '.tin . • r this 
mp r m dule at the I w t I v I 
of the y tern hicrar hy i res ted individual fir t. Then th n xt mp 11 nt t 
ar th that all th pr vi u: ly t . t d n is. hi. appr a h i. f II ·d r p iat di until 
all mp n nt rm dul are in lud d in th t siin . 
/\ft r i in) th· 'rr r and u so· .ur durinu th· int irati n I . tin I ha. 
pr eedin t th •• t '111 t stin pha: . 
m I. 
7. 
Aft 1 all th m ' m] lt•t I, Ill. entire s 1:1 m must al iclal .d. 'I h 
rs Sil 111t·:-;tin1 i,· ( vci il Ill I tli I 1tt till' Ill\ ·th n II uul n in-fun 'Ii( llHI I. ptir .m I IS 
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of the ystern (as discu. sed in haptcr 4). The maj r diff r n 
and unit testing r integration tc. tin is that n n 
t\ n svstem tcstina 
\J rk \ ith th entire 
environment of the • ystem . uch a th hardwar • ft ar databas nd omputer 
system. 
Three type of y tern testing are u ed: 
• Functional Testing 
Iuncti nal r quirernent. The pr he k wheth r the y tern pr vide the 
fun ti n t d the ta k whi hit supp . e l d 
• e urity Tc. ting 
T verify that pr t ti n me bani. m built int th . t m will pr I t it fr m irnpr p r 
penetrati n. 
• Performan T ting 
the fun ti n r quired a c rding t th r quir irn 111 th t estin l \I 
th wa hi h th . rf rn d. hu th· pcrf rrnan l .tin adores . 
the n n- u11 ti nal requirements. he pur] f the icstin is t test th' run tim 
perf rman ' f thi. . tware within th> ntext fall iuie irut •I 8 st •111. It in ol s I th 
hardware and, ftwure instrum nts. 
1 8 
7.5 Acceptance Testing 
The final stage of the te ting process bcf re the ucsri n Bank i d Ii r d t th us r is 
the acceptance testing. Testing by the users will r veal th rr rs and missi n in th 
system requirements definition because the sy t m i a tually t t d b 
will also reveal the requirement problem wheth r the y t m m t th u er 
requirement and i acceptable. 
7.6 Summary 
Chapter 7 pre ented the y tern e ting which explain each type of testing involved. 
The te ting i divided int f ur main tag whi h ar unit t ting integrati n te ting, 
sy. t m te ting and ac eptan te tin 
te ting are ndu ted by the y. tern de 1 
nit t siin , int rati n te tin and , yst em 
cpran c le ting i ndu tcd 
by the nd u er . The t tin phas i imp rtant t validat and v rify th fun ti rial and 
non-fun ti nal requir m nt . tin th r ughly n urc that the d Jiv red 
ystern i rr r-free and m et. th u rs r quirem nt . 
Chapter 8: System Evaluation 
8.1 Introduction 
Thi is the final stage in the pr jcct 's devclopm nt lif cle. Jn this section, I will 
di cu and highlight a few problems fa ed during th d ign and implementation phases, 
and solutions that I have taken to olve the e problem . Besides this this chapter will 
also include the evaluation f the sy tern I identify it trength and weakness. 
Feedback fr m the end u er arc al. 
improvem nt and enhan ement. 
lie ted a the guidelines for the system 
8.2 Problem ncountered and olution 
• Difficulty in y ·t.cm Desi n 
The fir t and rnaj r hallcng that l n untered in devel pin th 
th diffi ulty in d , i m. au e a J t f data and re rds ar in d 
hi hr du th' data r r rd 
a, t a· urut and r liabl 
N rmatizat. n l hniqu • is a pli d and th· r 'lali n. hip b .rwe ·n all ta 1 mu t 
well defin d. 
• I imit •d l no\ I ·dg · 1111tl, I ills In lh' I)· do)Jm ·11t Tools 
i. unJ tudi .N ·Tis 111 \V irful IP .lopm ·n! t Is and it J 1( vid ·s a I to. ad ar ·d 
•11111 -.·.'I h •1 ll' • mpun •111~ in Vi,·n 11 lutli 
' nq 11 'nts :11 • useful t nil 111 • • the p •1 fo1 man · • and d ·. i rn the: 
full 1 utili11 tlu · mr nneuts, I 1111 L' SJ .n: a lol f rim I ·aming th· . 1s1 m. 
no 
related topics online. However, as a beginner in th .N... plntf rm~ H, t lH 
component are fully utilized and n L many alternativ thnt l kn v t nh ~ a, et<!~{: 
output or increase the y tern's pcrf rrnanc . 
• Limited Reference and uidelinc 10 Que lion Bank 
Although there arc a lot f Question Bank found online mo t of them are developed 
using Java, ASP, r java script. ll is hard to find tho e developed using ASP.NET. 
Besides this, most of the Que Lion Bank that I can access is not the full version, 
Which it is hard t have an overview n the y tern. I might only have the chance to 
try the demo ver ion, r can nly view the ystem a a tudent, and this means that I 
am n tall wed t view the in tru t r r lecturer' m dule . 
• Time on traint 
The durati n f r n rting th rn d . i n and lo i al d • ign I runnin 
ab ut 14 w k and this i a very. h rt pcri d in dcvcl ping a rnplcte ystern. uc 
to the time n, traint n t mu h time ante. p nt t analyze the de. rd . i zn the 
de . T a v ry imp rant pha . t der t . y. t 111. rr rs and 
incompJet ne , and it i u Iul l inhan and irnpr th sy I m. u t th· tim 
1  traint th st m te tin ann t b arri ed ut p rf ti 
S.3 1 valuation b 1 nd 
Duri11 ti · 1 l esuu I . IHll' ', I h her h 1s invit cl JO 11s •is t t,, I th' s st m. Am n 
the I ) U," 'r.·, 5 f t d I I · •·' d . 11 " ill nn 01' si 11 I in as th l11st1 u · rs, u11 o 1 ·is ar ,,, m · in as 1 • 
I JJ 
Students. After trying to use the ystem, the users need t an w r a qu "'Stionnn: .. ~ ~ :t:f 'r 
to Appendix B). The findings are h wn in Ta le8.J and Table bel \1 : 
Module/Function 
10 0 
heck box should 
be rep! aced by radio 
button for objective 
question. 
r n" n/ n1n1 nt 
Login to system 2 N 
pa ' ord function if 
the u er forgets the 
pa word. 
Add New Question 6 4 
Modify uestion 
10 
0 1 
JO 0 
10 0 
JO 0 
2 
re: ult Ifc ti ily. 
JO 0 
2 
en r I ti n 
] 1 
8.4 y tern tren th 
• imple and U er Friendly Interface 
The ystern i impl and u, r friendly. • r th in, tru t r the pa e i di id cl int 
three main frame th ft frame. t I ad th tre -vi w menu th t p frarn I ad 
the h ader and th n ht main frarn ad th n t , n t f H h pa · Th 
expandable tree view m nu whi h a ts a, th , it map f the . . t rn nat I th 
In truct r 1 hav an w 11 th nv sni zntl . 
F r th' stu 'nl th, pu · i. divid d int tw frame th head ·r Irarn 
banner and th main Irurn t I ad th, · nt 'Ill. Th, rn mu is I ·ar · I at th, t p > th· 
main pa , t .nabl th , tud 'Ill t a '. s 1 ia .h Jin · 11 .ni '1111 • Ju u s .ript: ar · 
ap1 li'd su ha. th mus· ·r • f• ·t, 1 111 us· ·Ii k ,ff, It i111 1 i i th isunl 
113 
effects of the system. The ystern flow is clear and even an untrain 'd us rr cnn k wi.i. 
to use the system easily. 
• Fast Response Time 
The loading time for the . y tern is fa. t. Larg iz raphi al irnag ar avoided. 
Overhead of caJJing cript are kept to a minimum. he data alidations are also 
carried out at the client site t enhan e fast rcspon e time. 
• Customization 
The sy tern i cu t rnized to uit ev ry u er f the y tern. For example, the lecturer 
Will only view aJI the ur e taught by him/her and nly ha the right t create or 
edit all rec rd under hi /her ntr I. r th tu cnt they an nly view their 
individual r ult f r a h 1 t. 
• e urity Features 
The Y tern is nly all 
to rtain pa f th 
w d the auth rized u er t I gin. If the u er trying t a ss 
led 
to the main lo in pa . Aft r a u er I g ut fr m th 
button t g t th pr vi u 
if he/ he warn t a . that 
d, th u. r will b a, k t 111 a a111 
unauth rized u •r are tri II pr hibit d 
fr ma th' r · rds and data, t r din the s st ·m. 
1 l 
